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IMPLEMENTATION OF ITIL SERVICE LIFECYCLE IN SMALL
AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES
OF POLISH ICT SECTOR
MAGDALENA CIESIELSKA
Department of Economics and Management, Opole University of Technology (PO)

The aim of the article is to present implementation of ITIL Service Lifecycle in
SMEs of ICT sector in Poland. Modern IT firms turn their attention toward businessoriented service provisioning. ITSM frameworks, such as ITIL enable this shift of IT
firms. This article presents unique knowledge on ITIL Service Lifecycle processes
adoption in SMEs with particular emphasis on deployment in different ICT sector.
Article presents result of own study on 345 SMEs of ICT sector in Poland.
Keywords: ITIL, Service Lifecycle, ITSM, SMEs, service-oriented approach

1. Introduction
The world turns from product to service economy and therefore the growth of
IT services users is rapid. Products become more connected with services. Following this trend, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) sector both in
mature economies and transition ones is shaped by instant growth [1]. Enterprises
of ICT sector not only focus on research and development of IT products and services but their attention turns toward management of IT services within organization. IT Service Management (ITSM) becomes crucial to adopt the businessoriented service approach. Modern IT organizations seek not only to enhance technology-focused solutions but to deliver value to its customers. Understanding customer satisfaction and value creation grows in importance within IT companies

each year [2]. IT organizations in modern economies have already turned their attention toward creating and sustaining business value to their customers by adopting ITSM framework as they found it to be a source of competitive advantage.
Polish service sector constitutes 63% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
but still it is not comparable to other EU countries such as Germany (68,9%),
France (78,8%), Sweden (72,1%) etc. [3]. Main branches of the services sector are
trade, maintenance and building. Polish ICT sector constitutes only 5% of the
whole service sector [3]. This may change as economy turns from products to services and organizations are widely using Internet and IT technologies in order to
stay competitive. Large companies constitute 0,2% of the Polish market, while a
significant number of enterprises belong to the small and medium-sized (SME)
sector [4]. ITSM frameworks deliver a way to achieve improvement in high quality
IT service, cost efficiency and customer satisfaction.
Business market offers few ITSM frameworks, such as: Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL), ISO/IEC 20000, CMMI, CobiT, MoF. According
to Computer Economics [5] the most popular ITSM frameworks is ITIL. Without a
doubt, ITIL is the most convenient ITSM framework to be adopted within an IT
organization structure. Its adoption does not need to be holistic from the beginning,
ITIL gives much freedom in adjusting processes to ITSM maturity. ITIL framework was published within five books that are addressed to each Service Lifecycle
phase: Service Design, Service Strategy, Service Transition, Service Operation and
Continual Service Improvement.
This article is aimed at presentation of implementation of ITIL Service
Lifecycle in Polish SMEs of ICT sector. The article consists of three parts. The first
part explains the role and organization of processes within ITIL Service Lifecycle.
Second part describes the methodology of primary research and achieved results.
Conclusions are presented in the third part of the article.
2. ITIL Service Lifecycle
Service Lifecycle is a basis for IT Services Management in organization.
According to ITIL version 3 [11] Service Lifecycle consists of five phases: Service
Strategy (SS), Service Design (SD), Service Transition (ST), Service Operation
(SO) and Continual Service Improvement (CSI). Service Lifecycle organizes and
explains interconnections between all components of the IT services, as well as
points to the area of changes in the whole system and in its individual parts. Management of IT services is achieved by functions and processes across Service
Lifecycle.
Service Strategy focuses on customer needs identification and analysis in order to create a vision of action and its implementation [6]. Processes included in
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the SS phase are: Service Portfolio Management, Financial Management, Demand
Management and Business Relationship Management. These processes all together
are responsible for assessment of both current and potential market space.
Service Design describes how the design of new and changed operating services deploys new services to the client [7]. SD consists of the following processes:
Service Catalogue Management, Service Level Management (SLM), Capacity
Management, Availability Management, IT Service Continuity Management, Information Security Management and Supplier Management. Among all these process, only SLM seems to be crucial in enhancing adequate service quality.
Service Transitions objective is to ensure smooth (new or changed) service
transition into production environment. This means, to deploy enhancing processes
that are well organized and focused on risk minimalization in further service provision. Service Transition phase consists of the following processes: Knowledge
Management, Change Management, Asset and Configuration Management, Release and Deployment Management, Transition Planning and Support, Service Validation and Testing and Change Evaluation.
Service Operation coordinates and deploys processes and actions aimed at
management and delivering negotiated service level to users and clients. Incident
Management, Problem Management, Event Management, Request fulfillment, Access Management, Operations Management, Service Desk, Application management, Technical Management and IT Operations are components of Service Operation phase.

Figure 1. ITIL Service Lifecycle.
Source: [13]
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Continual Service Improvement (CSI) assess and increase quality of services
as well as service supplier ITSM maturity and maturity of processes. This phase’s
objective is to deliver guidance on improvements of processes, their efficiency and
effectiveness, improvement of all Service Lifecycle phases and measurement of
processes and services in consistency with Deming’s PDCA model.
Adoption of ITIL in particular countries
Adoption of ITIL framework have been an object of previous studies in scientific literature. Australian scientists turned their attention toward ITSM maturity,
ITSM awareness and ITIL adoption among Australian firms [8]. Study conducted
by Zając and Soja [9] showed little ITSM awareness among enterprises in transition economies in contrast to the developed economies. According to the authors
Polish enterprises show limited knowledge of ITSM framework and poor adoption
of its processes, that is a result of adoption of technology-focused approach. Winniford et al. [10] turn their attention toward broad understanding of ITSM frameworks and the lack of visible distinction between ITSM, ITIL and even fundamental processes such as Service Level Management. The authors underline lack of
clarity and confusing such terms as “ITSM”, “ITIL”, “SLM”. Therefore, this study
focuses on ITIL implementation, which is the most recognizable ITSM framework,
to present holistic approach toward ITSM framework adoption.
On the basis of the secondary data analysis, ITIL adoption in chosen countries
is presented. To enrich the study, ITIL implementation in particular European
countries as well as in United States and Australia is presented. The literature review does not indicate deployment of particular processes among ITIL framework
and no studies address the ITIL Service Lifecycle phases implementation. Previous
scientific research scope were: ITSM awareness, familiarity of ITIL and level of
adoption of ITIL. According to the gathered secondary data: around 76% of enterprises have adopted ITIL in Australia [8], 63% in the United Kingdom and 45% in
the United States [5]. Scope of ITSM adoption among transition economies enterprises was a subject of examination of Zając and Soja [9]. According to presented
results both Polish, Slovak and Czech enterprises characterize low ITSM maturity.
The analyzed studies do not reflect differentiation of enterprises by size of enterprises. Due to this fact, no previous studies focus their attention on ITIL implementation among SMEs.
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Table 1. ITIL adoption in particular countries
Country

Percentage of Enterprises
ITSM
awareness

ITIL
familiar

ITIL
Adoption

24% (large enterprises)
17% (small enterprises)
-

-

45%

-

~ 76%

UK

-

70%

63%

Germany

-

68%

-

Austria

63%

69%

9%

Switzerland

67%

78%

21%

Poland

-

~ 32%

-

Czech

-

~ 32%

-

17%

13%

0%

US
Australia

Slovakia

Source: own preparation on the basis of [8, 9, 11, 12, 13]

3. Methodology and Results
The objective of this study is to identify the level of adoption of ITIL Service
Lifecycle processes within small and medium-sized enterprises of the ICT sector in
Poland. The method of the primary research was a simple standardized interview
supported by Computer Assisted Telephone Interview (CATI) and Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI). Target population is small and medium-sized
enterprises of the ICT sector in Poland. Microenterprises are excluded from the
research due to their low organizational maturity. The sampling method used within the study is stratified sampling.
The commonly used definition is the European Union definition of SME, according to which SME is the category of small and medium-sized enterprises
which employ fewer than 250 persons and which have an annual turnover not exceeding 50 million euro and/or an annual balance sheet total not exceeding 43 million euro [14]. Definition of the ICT sector is developed by NACE Rev. 2, consistent with PKD 2007 and includes: manufacturing companies, where goods produced by them allow electronic data processing and communication; companies
that deal with services, which allow electronic data processing and communication.
On the basis of Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European
Community Nace Rev. 2 target population is: division 26 – ICT manufacturing in-
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dustries, division 61 – Telecommunications, Division 62 – Computer Programming, consultancy and related activities, division 63 – Data processing, hosting and
related activities, web portals.
Table 2. Respondents’ characteristic
Nace
Rev. 2
division
number

Division Name

Small enterprises

Medium
enterprises

Summary

26

Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products

58

16

74

61

Telecommunications

47

6

53

62

Computer programming, consultancy and related activities

151

23

174

63

Information service activities

38

6

44

294

51

345

Summary

345 interviews have been gathered by primary research. The study is a representative one. More than 2500 SMEs of ICT sector were requested to complete the
questionnaire. Questionnaires were addressed to executives of IT firms, but any
person holding any position in the organization could fill the questionnaire. Questionnaire consisted of questions regarding respondent’s characteristics, such as the
size of the company, its ICT sector and the respondents position within the organization as well as ITIL Service Lifecycle processes deployment. To measure the
level of the processes deployment a five point scale of measurement was used:
1 – no plans of adoption; 2 – starting to implement initiative; 3 - partially implemented initiative; 4- largely implemented initiative and 5 – fully implemented initiative. The respondents were asked to rank their adoption advancement of each
ITIL Service Lifecycle processes. Adoption of particular processes is estimated as
a sum of the third, fourth and fifth level of process adoption.
Obtained results indicate strong polarization (Inter-Quartile Range (IQR)
equals or exceeds 3) of the process adoption among polled enterprises. Only the
Continual Service Improvement process (Median (Mdn) Mdn = 4) and Information
Security Management process (Mdn = 3) medians point to the implementation of
the processes, but high level of IQR reflect polarization of the deployment level.
Therefore, SMEs of the ICT sector show lack of deployment of Service Lifecycle
processes.
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Table 3. Deployment of ITIL Service Lifecycle processes in SMEs
of ICT sector in Poland
no

ITIL
Process

1.

Strategy
Generation

Service
Portfolio
2.
Management
Financial
3. Management
Demand
4. Management
Business
Relation5.
ship Management
Design
6. Coordination
Service
Catalogue
Management
Service
Level
8.
Management

Mdn IQR no

ITIL
Process

ITIL
Mdn IQR
Process
Knowledge
3 18. Manage2
3
ment

Mdn IQR no

1

4 9.

Availability
Management

1

1

3 10.

Capacity
Management

1

Service
3 19. Validation
and Testing

1

IT Service
3 11. Continuity
Management

1

3 20.

1

Information
2 12. Security
Management

3

2

3 13.

Supplier
Management

2

1

3 15.

1

2

3

1

3

Incident
4 21. Management

2

3

2

Event
3 22. Management

1

3

Transition
3 14. Planning and
Support

1

Problem
3 23. Management

2

3

Change Management

1

3 24.

1

3

Service Asset
and Configu2 16.
ration Management

1

Access
3 25. Management

2

4

1

Continual
Service
3 26.
Improvement

4

4

Release and
17. Deployment
Management

Change
Evaluation

Request
Fulfillment

Service Lifecycle adoption among SMEs of the ICT sector in Poland is relatively low. Polled enterprises point to only two processes that exceed 50% of deployment. These processes are: Information Security Management (N = 58%) and
Continual Service Improvement (N = 57%). None of Service Lifecycle phases
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shows strong adoption of majority of its processes. The lowest deployment is observed within the SD phase.
Table 4. Adoption of Service Lifecycle in SMEs of ICT sector in Poland
Service Lifecycle

Service Strategy

Service Design

Service Transition

Service Operation

CSI

Process

Percentage of
Adopters

Strategy Generation

42%

Service Portfolio Management

44%

Financial Management

45%

Demand Management

30%

Business Relationship Management

46%

Design Coordination

47%

Service Catalog Management

43%

Service Level Management

32%

Availability Management

34%

Capacity Management

36%

IT Service Continuity Management

41%

Information Security Management

58%

Supplier Management

44%

Transition Planning and Support

33%

Change Management

37%

Service Asset and Configuration Management

42%

Release and Deployment Management

40%

Knowledge Management

46%

Service Validation and Testing

45%

Change Evaluation

38%

Incident Management

46%

Event Management

42%

Problem Management

43%

Request Fulfillment

40%

Access Management

49%

Continual Service Improvement

57%

To understand the Service Lifecycle application, gathered data should be presented according to the specificity of the ICT sector. According to the presented
data the deployment of Service Lifecycle phases by SMEs significantly differs
among divisions of the Polish ICT sector. The highest percentage of deployed pro-
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cesses is observed within the Programming division, and the lowest deployment
within the ICT Production and Other IT services. Average SS processes deployment in the Programming division [Mdn = 0.526] exceeds 50%. Only Demand
Management shows a lower level of adoption (N = 43%). Polled SMEs of Other IT
Services division point to the lowest level of SS processes deployment, including
Business Relationship Management (only 26% of respondents). 54% of the small
and medium-sized companies of the Telecommunication sector indicate adoption
of Service Portfolio and half of them applied Financial Management of provided
services (N = 50%). However, a lack of strategic thinking is observed in this sector,
as the Service Generation process is relatively low (N = 28%). Demand Management as well as Business Relationship Management does not exceed 35% of deployment among SMEs of the Telecommunication sector.

Figure 2. Adoption of Service Strategy in SMEs of ICT sector in Poland

Adoption of Service Design processes presents a variety of solutions. As well
as in the SS phase, SD processes are most widely adopted in the Programming sector. Within programming SMEs Information Security Management adoption is declared by 66% of the polled firms, 63% of the Telecommunication sector, 49% of
the ICT Production sector and only 23% of the Other IT Services sector. Half of
the SMEs of the Telecommunication sector point to the deployment of Service
Catalogue Management and also a high percentage point to the deployment of Service Portfolio Management (N = 54%). Both in the Programming and the Telecommunication sectors, the deployment of Service Level Management is below
expectations and does not exceed 50%.
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Figure 3. Adoption of Service Design in SMEs of ICT sector in Poland

The adoption of Service Transition Processes adheres to the overall tendency
observed within the study, that most advanced enterprises exist in the Programming
sector. Therefore deployment of particular processes of Service Transition phase is
roughly equal or exceeds half of the polled enterprises. Service Validation and testing is adopted by 60% of SMEs in the Programming sector. 40% of SMEs of the
ICT Production put focus on Knowledge Management, while only 33% SMEs of
the Telecommunication sector deploy this process.

Figure 4. Adoption of Service Transition in SMEs of ICT sector in Poland
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Among the processes of Service Operation phase the highest percentage of
adoption characterizes Access Management in the programming Sector. Other processes of Service Operation exceed 50% of the polled respondents.

Figure 5. Adoption of Service Operation and CSI in SMEs of ICT sector in Poland

4. Conclusion
This paper was aimed at investigating the ITIL v. 3 Service Lifecycle adoption among SMEs in Poland. Within this study two general conclusions should be
made. Firstly – Investigation of ITIL adoption is not an appropriate way of investigating ITSM adoption phenomena on Polish ICT market. ITIL deployment and
particular processes of service management deployment are two separate market
phenomena, and should not be unified. This study supports the results obtained by
Winniford et al. about ubiquitous confusion of the terminology of ITSM adoption.
Secondly - gathering data on ITSM frameworks adoption in the ICT sector should
be differentiated across ICT sectors. There are strong differences in adoption of
Service Lifecycle among SMEs of the Programming sector and other ICT branches. Therefore, Polish SMEs of the Programming sector are shaped by the businessoriented approach not followed by ITSM framework adoption.
Developing a Service Strategy and its management across Service Lifecycle
with particular emphasis on Financial and Demand Management is an area to improve for most SMEs of the Programming sector. The Telecommunication sector
shows a technology-focused approach to IT services provision. Particular emphasis
should be put on the Service Design and Service Transition phases. The low adoption of Demand Management, Supplier Management, Portfolio Management and
Capacity Management is an interesting object for further scientific research. Generally low adoption of each of the Service Lifecycle processes runs across both ICT
Production and Other IT services branches. Reasons for that and the arising prob-
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lems as well as the level of ITSM awareness are potential objects of investigation
in this field.
The gathered results shed light on ITSM deployment within SMEs of the ICT
sector in Poland. This results show strong ITSM readiness and awareness among
SMEs of the Programming sector in Poland, with more than half of them, deploying Service Lifecycle processes.
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VERIFICATION OF USE THE COGNITIVE AGENTS FOR USERS’
OPINIONS ANALYSIS RELATED TO E-BANKING
MARCIN HERNES, ANNA CHOJNACKA KOMOROWSKA, KAMAL MATOUK
Department of Accounting, Controlling, Informatics and Quantitative Methods,
Wroclaw University of Economics

Dynamic development of e-banking caused extremely difficult to make a choice,
by individual user, which services to use. In cyberspace it is possible to find many
opinions about these services, but their reading, objectively evaluating and comparing them with each other is very time consuming and subject to high possibility of
error or not find major reviews in terms of decision making by user. It is therefore
necessary to automated processing of unstructured knowledge (in particular customer opinions) associated with e-banking. The purpose of this paper is to analyze an
unstructured knowledge processing capabilities in the area of e-banking using cognitive agents.
Keywords: E-banking, Cognitive Agents, Unstructured Knowledge Processing.

1. Introduction
The fast advancing global information infrastructure enables the development
of electronic commerce at a global level. This fast emerging economy is bringing
with rapidly changing technologies, increasing knowledge intensity in all areas of
business and creating virtual supply chains and new forms of businesses and service delivery channels such as e-banking [1]. The banking industry is being reshaped by globalization, competition and innovation and customer needs. However, it is extremely difficult for individual customer to make a choice of institutions,
which should entrust their savings or use credit services. On Internet forums we

can find many opinions about these institutions, but their reading, an objective
evaluating and comparing them with each other is a very time consuming. Also a
high possibility of error appears which is related to the choice of service. Often
customer cannot find the most important opinion in terms of the decision making.
Therefore, it is necessary to an automatic process of unstructured knowledge (in
particular, customer opinions) associated with e-banking.
The purpose of this paper is to examine possibilities for processing unstructured knowledge in the area of e-banking using cognitive agents. The first part of
the article presents the essence of e-banking. Next, the unstructured knowledge
processing has been characterized. The last part of the paper presents the research
experiment performed in order to verify the possibility of using agents in the cognitive processing of unstructured knowledge in the considered area.
2. Development of e-banking
The banking sector, due to the intangible nature of the services it provides, is
one of the more susceptible areas for the use of electronic communication channels. The development of e-banking depends largely on access to the high-speed
Internet. As shown by studies on average roughly twelve months after obtaining
access to the Internet network, users are beginning to realize their payments via the
Internet [2].
The work [3] describes electronic banking as “an umbrella term for the process by which a customer may perform banking transactions electronically without
visiting a brick-and-mortar institution”. The paper [4] defines electronic banking as
the delivery of banks information and services by banks to customers via different
delivery platforms that can be used with different terminal devices such as a personal computer or a mobile phone with browser or desktop software, telephone or
digital television. The most important is that the online operations allow for substantial expansions of service. Customers can connect with Internet banking systems anytime to check their email, conduct account inquiries, loan applications and
file updates, all of which entail 24-hour real-time online communication. Although
banking is a relatively new service markets, both polish and global, its dynamic
development made the already isolated four main phases of its development. Most
authors named them as follows [5], [6]:
phase 1. Internet as a tool for marketing,
phase 2. Implementation of customer interaction,
phase 3. Full range of transactions and banking services,
phase 4. Strategic use of the internet.
Table 1 presents the main tasks of each phase, its advantages, disadvantages and
the main activities carried out in the phase.
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Tasks

Advantages

Disadvantages

Main activities

Providing customers of the bank as
much information
by posting on the
website of the
main information
on the bank for its
services

The main advantage is the
low cost of
preparation and
minimal risk.

In this phase there
is no communication with the
client, so the
possibilities offered by the use of
the Internet, are
not used.

The implementation of some elements of customer
interaction at the
client-bank and
bank- client.

Build a relationship between
the customer
and the bank,
reduce paperwork, and reduce transaction
costs.

In this phase, an
attempt to take
cooperation with
the client, but the
settlement of any
matter still requires a visit to
the facility

Providing customers with a full
range of banking
services via the
Internet.

The creation
tools for customers to settle
most cases the
bank without
having to visit a
bank branch or
institution.

Extremely expensive component is
the preparation of
an adequate and
reliable system to
guarantee the
security of transactions.

Creating an offer
tailored to each
individual bank
customers.

Benefits of this
new opportunity
for profit, the
opportunity to
increase market
share, comprehensive system
integration,
greater opportunities to offer
services.

The need to create
offer support
systems dedicated
for specific customers.

- Presentation of information about the bank,
- Presentation of offer,
- Current location of
branches and ATMs,
- Customer contact via e
- mail,
- The use of electronic
brochures.
- Calculators of loans or
profits from deposits,
- Advice on financial
planning,
- Interactive bank advisors,
- On-line applications by
credit card, credit,
- Checking the status of
bank account,
- Search information.
- View account balances,
- View the history of the
operations,
- Standing orders,
- Making transfers,
- Requests for cash loans
and mortgage loans,
- The ability to create
deposits.
- Analysis of customer
profitability,
- Paying and preview online accounts,
- cross selling1 services,
- Customizing the offer
on the basis of customer
information,
- New products or
services (e.g. EBPP2).

Phase4

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase

Phase 1

Table 1. Phases of banking e-services development

Source: [5, 6, 7]
1. Cross selling is a strategy of offering customers new products and services on the basis of the
history of their transactions and shopping. The advantage of this strategy is to brand loyalty and
reduce the probability of transition to competition. Because customer retention is much cheaper
than acquiring a new strategy it allows you to increase profits while incurring minimal costs.
2. EBPP i.e. electronic bill presentment and payment – service consisting in the transfer to the payer
electronic form of the bill (invoice) and to enable him to make electronic payments.
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An extensive and comprehensive service electronic banking aims to implement in
particular the following tasks [8]:
• acquiring new customers for banks by promoting,
• maintaining their existing, mainly key customers,
• shaping the image of the bank's market,
• reducing significantly the costs, as a consequence of transactions for clients
on the Internet without going through a bank staff,
• ability to introduce completely new services, impossible to offer in traditional conditions, e.g. virtual credit card.
Its further development may be related to the need to adapt the offer not only by
banks, but also by telecommunications companies to the needs of not benefiting at
present from such services. Despite a significant and dynamic development of Internet banking in Poland over the last several years, one can see also some barriers
to development. These are primarily:
• the uncertainty associated with the provision of the bank's adequate level of
security of transactions,
• high cost of Internet access (cost of the link and hardware), and therefore
the impossibility of using electronic banking,
• high costs associated with the implementation of modern technology by
banks,
• lack of public confidence in e-economy.
How calculates [8] professionally implemented electronic banking system can
bring profit in the future, a significant reduction of costs, even to the level of
15-20%. Such a significant cost reduction is achieved by a lower cost of a single
transaction performed by the bank's Internet service. In the traditional bank branch,
it is about 1.07 (USD), while using the Internet only 0.01 (USD). Much higher are
the costs of maintaining the customer's account in a branch of the traditional than
the cost of maintaining the account in the offer virtual. At the same time with such
a marked reduction of costs can be handled by online bank four times the number
of customers compared with the same cost created a network of branches and
affiliates.
3. Electronic banking services available for customers
The banking sector has to offer a very wide range of services to its retail
customers (Table 2). Choice of service refers often to services provided to third
parties.
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Table 2. Classification of online banking services
SERVICES’ CATEGORY

OFFERED SERVICES

Products enhancement of convenience

mobile banking , mobile payments , SMS notifications;

Services for third parties

Internet payments and paying bills , foreign transfers, standing orders direct debits , payments to the
Tax Offices, payments to Social Security;

Different financial products

Investments products

Financial products
Simple banking products

life insurance , motor insurance , property insurance;
opening and management of the deposits in the account, purchase/sale of units in investment funds ,
purchase/sale of bonds and other investment instruments the possibility of using a brokerage account;
application for a loan application for a credit card;
account opening and management, applications of
debit cards.
Source: [7], [9].

Another interesting group of services offered by banks is the possibility of using investment products. At the moment, not all banks have such an offer, but this
is starting to slowly come to the standards provided by the electronic banking services, especially in the case of banks aimed at affluent customers. In a situation
where the bank offers such services, the customer without leaving home can buy
units of investment funds, to insure a car or a house on the Internet, or buy shares
on the Stock Exchange.
An important feature of banking is its interactivity, allowing for active communication with the customer's bank, without leaving home. There are so new developments such services as: Call-Back-Button (the manner of initiate telecommunications links through the website and pressing the appropriate key, which consists in turning), Telewebsystems (voice communication system that allows contact
directly from the website) or videoconferences. They take into account more and
more different and higher demands on the banks' customers and respond to the
needs raised by him. Increasingly, it can also talk about one-to-one banking [10], in
which the most important is the individual approach to the client, through a comprehensive application of CRM (Customer Relationship Management).
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4. Unstructured knowledge processing
In the processing of unstructured knowledge, following methods are used [11]:
• information retrieving,
• information extraction,
• text mining,
• natural language processing.
The main purpose of information retrieving is to find the answer to the question of
the collection’s documents. Extraction is to identify an instance of a predefined
event classes and their relationships, and instances in documents written in natural
language [11]. The aim of text mining is to know the hidden text information using
methods adapted to a large number of text data [12]. The natural language processing contains mechanisms that attempt to make "understand" the context of the
text. These methods rely not on calculated value of the similarity of terms, but on
the following categories of analysis of text [12]:
1) Shallow text analysis is defined as the analysis of the text, the effect is incomplete in relation to deep text analysis. Typically limitation is the recognition or non-recursive structures with a limited level of recursion which
can be recognized with a high degree of certainty.
2) Deep text analysis is the process of computerized linguistic analysis of all
possible interpretations and grammatical relationships found in natural text.
Such a full analysis can be very complex.
In the process of analyzing text documents often semantic knowledge representation is used, including semantic networks [13]. Thanks to their application it can be
widely understood knowledge representation. The important thing is to draw attention to the interdependence occurring between objects.
More and more often in order to process unstructured knowledge cognitive
agent-based programs are used. They perform cognitive and decision-making
skills, such that occur in the human brain, so that they can understand the real significance of the observed phenomena and business processes [14], among other
things, on the banking market.
5. Research experiment
In order to perform unstructured knowledge analysis, the Learning Intelligent
Distribution Agent (LIDA) [14] architecture has been used. The advantage of this
architecture is its emergent-symbolic character, making it possible to process information both structured (numerical and symbolic) and unstructured (stored in
natural language) knowledge. Methods of analysis of text documents using cogni102

tive agent has been characterized in the works [13, 15, 16] (due to reduced volume
of text, they will not be the subject of analysis in this article). It will be presented
the research experiment aimed to verify the ability to process opinions regarding
e-banking. The experiment involves comparing the results of the automatic analysis of the results of the analysis carried out by a man (expert), i.e. manual analysis.
The following assumptions have been made:
1. Opinions related to services of e-banking placed on the online shops web
pages, portals enabling comparison of prices and online forums have been
analyzed.
2. Opinions about six randomly selected banks were analyzed.
3. The shallow text processing has been performed.
4. The number of analyzed opinions: 300. This limitation is due to the fact that
for each opinion has to be done a manually analysis, which is a timeconsuming process.
5. For purposes of this experiment five features have been analyzed:
− fees-fees charged for services rendered,
− customer service-customer service quality,
− services-quality of services, their diversity, competitiveness, but also an
overall assessment of the bank where none of the criteria has not been
indicated,
− interface-easy to use website,
− security-especially in the field of online transactions.
6. It is assumed that if the opinion contains no information about the sentiment
of the feature, its connotation is identical with overtones reviews.
7. The method of learning with a teacher has been used. On the basis of the
corpus (set) containing 75 opinions, a configuration of parameters of cognitive agent have been made.
8. In order to determine the accuracy of results of automatic analysis in relation
to results of manual analysis, the following measurements were performed:
• effectiveness – this measure defines the relationship of the number of opinions whose sentiment (or sentiment of features) has been determined automatically to the number of opinions whose sentiment (or sentiment of
features) has been determined manually; this measure enables one to determine in how many cases the sentiment of opinions (or sentiment of features) has not been determined by an agent (an agent has not specified
whether an opinion (feature) is positive or negative; the next used
measures relate only to opinions (features) effectively recognized by an
agent;
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• precision – which specifies the accuracy of classification within a recognized class of opinions and it is defined in the following way:
p=

opp
opp + onp

(1)

where:
p – precision,
opp – positive opinions recognized as positive ones,
onp – negative opinions recognized as positive ones.
• sensitivity – the relationship of the number of opinions recognized by an
agent as positive ones against all positive opinions is defined in the following way:
c=

opp
opp + opn

(2)

where:
c- sensitivity,
opp – positive opinions recognized as positive ones,
opn – positive opinions recognized as negative ones.
Research experiment was carried out in the following way:
1. Three hundred randomly selected opinions (opinions in Polish language translated into English in this paper) were recorded in a data base.
2. Manual analysis was performed (annotation on the opinions).
3. Then, a learning set was created which contained 75 randomly selected opinions
on the basis of which parameterization of codelets was made (learning with a
teacher). The opinions were also grouped according to the degree of difficulty
(three groups – group 1 – polarity of opinions and features easy to determine,
group 3 - polarity of opinions and features difficult to determine) of determining
their polarity and the polarity of features of e-services characterized in the opinions (table 3). The previously characterized measures of accuracy were calculated taking into consideration particular groups of degree of difficulty. Considering the opinions of the first group it should be stated that they contain only the
phrases regarding sentiment of opinion (they do not contain information on individual features). The recognizing of their sentiment is easy, and the sentiment of
individual features is taken as a sentiment of opinion. In the second group there
are the opinions containing information about particular features’ sentiment. The
difficulties may involve consideration of the given features. The third group is
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the most difficult to analyze, because the opinions belonging to this group are related to different objects, e.g. to several banks/services in one opinion. The difficulty is on the one hand determines which bank/services assign positive opinion, on the other hand determines which bank/services assign features characterized in the opinion.
Table 3. Types of opinion by degree of difficulty of analysis
Group
1

2

3

Example of opinion’s content
The worst bank with which I worked I do not want to even write what
irritates me
Although I am customer of Bank1 from several years and everything
seemed to be very much in order - the ever increasing charges and
problems with the repayment of the loan (despite the payment of installments of the money is pulled again)
Attention. I did the day before yesterday express transfer to the
Bank1 for its second account in Bank3 significant amount for me my last cash !!! The horror !!! The commission 5zl . WORST is that
yesterday cash has not arrived at my profile at Bank1 info about the
transfer that has not yet been realized or cannot go back and cash in
space !!!

4. The next step was to conduct the agent analysis of these opinions and saving the
results in a database.
5. Measures of the results of the automatic analysis have been calculated in the
last step.
The summary of the results is presented in the Table 4.
Generalizing the results of experiment, it can be concluded that the effectiveness of recognition opinions about individual features is lower than the efficiency
of recognition sentiment of all opinions, i.e. not all words (phrases) indicating sentiment of features, annotated by hand, were found by an agent. This was mainly
due to the fact that not all of these words (phrases) occurred in the opinions of the
training set. It should also be noted that a low measurement precision and sensitivity with respect to the sentiment characteristics included in the no. 3 group means
that the sentiment of features in many cases has not been recognized correctly, i.e.
many features have a positive opinion has been recognized as having the characteristics of a negative opinion, or vice versa. In absolute values, numbers of particular
opinions are as follows:
• group 1: 119 opinions (positive: 63, determined by agent as positive:
41).
• group 2: 80 opinions (positive: 43, determined by agent as positive: 25).
• group 3: 26 opinions (17 positive, 7 determined by agent as positive).
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Table 4. Results of analysis of opinions about e-banking
Group
of opinions

1

2

3

Measure

Sentiment
of opinion

Sentiment of features
Customer’s
Services Interface
service
0,601
0,663
0,621

Effectiveness

0,675

Fees
0,630

Precision

0,651

0,635

0,593

0,612

0,638

0,596

Sensitivity

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

Effectiveness

0,612

0,532

0,588

0,593

0,564

0,601

Precision

0,582

0,563

0,542

0,556

0,512

0,568

Sensitivity

0,523

0,545

0,511

0,520

0,501

0,521

Effectiveness

0,502

0,328

0,345

0,389

0,418

0,397

Precision

0,411

0,335

0,331

0,328

0,412

0,419

Sensitivity

0,423

0,345

0,325

0,387

0,368

0,401

Effectiveness

0,596

0,497

0,511

0,548

0,534

0,556

0,548

0,511

0,489

0,499

0,521

0,527

0,649

0,630

0,612

0,636

0,623

0,641

Average Precision
Sensitivity

Security
0,671

Source: own work.

The cognitive agent stated that the highest rated features include "service" and
"interface", while the worst rated features are "fees" and "security". The bank2 was
ranked as the best bank by agent (the number of negative opinions was lowest in
case of this bank). With respect to these features, the banks should therefore take
measures to improve the quality of services.
6. Summary
Processing of unstructured knowledge in e-banking is an important element in
improving the quality of services in the area. The results of experimental research
performed in this paper allow to conclude that the cognitive agent recognizes the
sentiment of opinion property in most cases. Also in the case of opinions which
sentiment is clearly defined, the sentiment of the features of services is also
recognized property in most cases. However, in the case of an opinion
characterized by ambiguity in the description of sentiment of individual features or
characteristics containing several banks/services in one opinion, agent had
difficulty in determining the sentiment of features of the service. For this reason it
is necessary to conduct further research in order to increase the accuracy of
recognition sentiment characteristics of the services by the agent in relation to all
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the groups. This work may involve both changes in the algorithm of cognitive
agents functioning, as well as their configuration. It is also necessary to develop
procedures to automatically make decisions based on the results of analysis.
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THE APPROACH TO THE ASSESSMENT OF VALIDATORS FOR
STUDYING WEB-ACCESSIBILITY
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A very important aspect of websites nowadays is their accessibility. Thanks to
modern, constantly evolving technologies, it is possible to create friendly services
for each user, regardless of his state of health. Web sites accessibility may be considered in aspects of their functionality and readability. One of methods for exploring this issue is the use of validators, i.e. automated tests to check the syntax of the
documents posted on the Internet. The purpose of this article is to compare the selected tools. The structure of the article is as follows. Firstly, we explain the importance of the accessibility of the web sites. Then we briefly characterize our proposal of validators evaluation criteria for studying web-accessibility and present the
results of evaluation of selected validators. Finally, we are presenting conclusions.
Keywords: web-accessibility, accessibility research, validator, website

1. Introduction
A professional website – one that is well made and kept – should be created
according to good design practices. Among desirable traits are web-Visibility, ensuring web-Benefit, web-Usability and web-Accessibility [1]. This last trait is especially important, because, regardless of the reason of making a website, the
whole point of WWW portals is to effectively present its content and transmit information to as many users as possible. This means that websites should strive for
as many people as possible – whether with disabilities or not – to be able to read
their content and use their features [2].

There is no universal method for studying and evaluating accessibility of
websites so far. One of the methods is to use validators, which are automatic tests
of web-accessibility. They check a website's accordance with certain standards,
such as the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [3]. Accordance to
specification is an important part of technology accessibility: if the content is coded
incorrectly, supporting software can have problems with interpreting and presenting it.
This article aims to compare some of the website accessibility validators following specific criteria. To achieve this, the first step was literature research, and
an analysis of the available tools of this type. Certain validators were then chosen
to be analysed and evaluated. The article ends by presenting conclusions.
2. Website accessibility and the methods of studying it
Web-accessibility is a term related to the way a person interacts with a computer, and means that the user interface allows a website to be accessed by all users, regardless of the type of used hardware or software, and regardless of any disability that might concern them [4]. The user interface is the intermediary element
between the person and the device or program. This may mean a computer screen
and the windows it displays, or a computer mouse and keyboard, or voice-operated
software.
Evaluating whether or not a website is accessible, and to what extent, can be
done in three different ways.
• By using validators – automated tests that check the correctness of the code
of a website (quantitative research)
• By having experts on accessibility inspect a page (inspection methods)
• By testing a website with the help of users with disabilities (task testing)
[3, 5].
Accessibility of a website should be scrutinised from two, correlated, points of
view: informational and technical. The informational aspect can be studied through
exploration and inspection methods (observation and interviews) and user tests.
Such research is time consuming and subjective, and may require more resources
(both time and funds). The technical aspect can be verified using validators [6].
3. Validators in assessing web-accessibility
A validator is a type of software that monitors a website and informs whether
or not it fills the technical accessibility criteria given. The result can be binary (it
either does or it doesn't), or more descriptive. Using validators is automated and
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very fast, but validators cannot evaluate every aspect of a website that influences
actual accessibility. Often, using different validators for the same page gives different results despite using the same criteria. Thus, an analysis of the validators
themselves seems indicated, to choose those that give consistent results [7].
The chief task of validators is assessing whether a website is conform to specific technical standards, the most important of which are the WCAG 2.0, ARIA,
and the effective form of HTML coding – CSS. Criteria from other specifications
can be included sometimes (such as the US Section 508 [8]) or added by the authors of the program (for instance checking how fast contact information can be
accessed from a given website, using content readers [9]).
Automatic validators generate reports by analysing and evaluating various areas of a site's construction, using the standard implemented. A good method of
forming a final result is assigning weight to each criterion. Using this method, the
final grade a website gets is a sum of the products of the resulting values (the degree to which a standard is met) and weights (the importance of a given criterion).
In the case of WCAG 2.0, the weights are pre-determined and described as priorities in the document. The first priority, called A, concerns the conditions that a web
designer must meet to offer basic accessibility. Better accessibility is ensured by
following AA guidelines (what a designer should do), and the best by following
AAA guidelines (what a designer can do) [10].
Authors of test software should also take into consideration the fact that most
pages of a given website are usually made in a similar way. It can thus happen that
one error can lower the accessibility grade repeatedly – or only once, depending on
the program. Due to these discrepancies, and the overall complex character of the
subject, the best solution is to present all the statistics and results in a large final
report. Limiting this to a terse grade presentation can defeat the purpose of using a
validator.
There is a large variety of validating software available. They have some traits
in common, but they also differ significantly, often in areas crucial for the user,
depending on the reason for testing. When choosing a validator, one should therefore be diligent and scrutinise the available programs carefully, especially since
validators are most useful at the initial stage of accessibility analysis and will thus
influence the next stages. It seems, therefore, that some criteria for evaluating validators themselves are necessary.
4. Proposed criteria for evaluating validator software
Validators of online services have become increasingly popular over the last
few years. Choosing the right one is not, therefore, easy. Specific tools vary greatly, by form of access, by the number of web pages they can verify at a time, by
their interface, etc. When analysing various tools for automated tests and the acces-
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sibility requirements for websites, we have distinguished the following criteria
[11], which can be used to compare and grade validator programs:
1. Verification according to WCAG 2.0 standard. This standard was created
by the World Wide Web Consortium, an organisation that aims to create
standards in the virtual reality of the Internet. The history of W3C, its importance for the development of the Internet, and the fact that hundreds of
companies, institutions and schools belong to it, it can be assumed that
their WCAG standard is the most complex and precise. Therefore, conformity to WCAG 2.0 standard should be a requirement for validator programs. A tool that can verify a website according to this standard should be
preferred.
2. Verification according to other standards and additional test options. Validator programs are very useful in all tests of websites and in evaluating the
quality of a website – company's website, for instance. In both these cases,
any additional remarks can be very useful. A tool that allows testing according to other standards than the WCAG (such as the US Section 508),
or testing for other criteria (such as spelling errors) should be preferred.
3. Number of web pages tested at a time. Free validator tools often test only
one page at a time, while in most cases, the user wants to grade their whole
website, not just a part of it. A tool that can verify several pages simultaneously should be preferred.
4. Way of presenting results. Accessibility evaluation is a complex subject
and cannot be simplified into one final grade. A tool that generates an indepth, precise and clear report of its analysis should be preferred.
5. Access form. This describes the way of using the automated tests: locally
or online. Online access allows to test anywhere (anywhere with an Internet access, that is). A tool that offers both these forms of access should be
preferred.
6. User interface. A graphical interface makes use easier, while a text interface (from the console, for instance) allows for better effectiveness or automatisation. Interface quality should also be taken into account. A tool offering a clear graphical interface with additional option of command console access should be preferred.
7. Software updates. These allow for stable program use, and when choosing
a validator, one should check whether it is being updated, as well as
whether or not it underwent a testing phase, or how long is it present on the
market. A tool that is being supported, developed and suited to current
standards should be preferred.
8. Cost. There are three main groups of validator software: commercial products,
open source for non-commercial use, and open source. From the point of view
of financial advantage only, free open source tool should be preferred.
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Thus, eight guidelines for choosing validators were established. Table 1 presents them together with a grading scale. Because these criteria vary in usefulness
when choosing a validator program, they were divided in two. The first group is
formed by those criteria that concern only the validation process (points 1-4) while
the second group (5-8) describe generally the validator programs themselves. The
criteria sets have a different weight for choosing the best validator program, and
have therefore been assigned a different weight factor:
• 0.6 for the first group;
• 0.4 for the second group.
Table 1. Criteria for evaluating web-accessibility validators
Criterion
1. Verification according to WCAG standard
2. Verification according to other standards
3. Number of web
pages tested at a time
4. Way of presenting
results
5. Access form

6. User interface

7. Software updates

8. Cost

Grade (number of points)
0 – not available
1 – available
0 – not available
1 – verification according to other standards or other elements
2 – verification according to other standards and other elements
0 – only one page
1 – up to ten pages
2 – more than ten pages or all pages on a website
0 – simple grade and summary
1 – grade, simple conclusions
2 – complex report
0 – local
1 – online
2 – both
0 – graphical or sign interface
1 – graphical and sign interface
2 – clear and intuitive graphical or sign interface
3 – clear and intuitive graphical and sign interface
0 – not available
1 – rarely available
2 – readily available
0 – commercial software
1 – non-commercial freeware
2 – freeware

These criteria were used in grading thirteen open source validator programs.
The research process and its results were described in the next part of the article.
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5. Evaluation of certain validator programs
The many website validators available can be divided into two groups: commercial products and freeware. Among the most popular freeware validators are:
• aChecker,
http://achecker.ca
• ACTF aDesigner,
http://eclipse.org/actf/downloads/tools/aDesigner
• AInspector Sidebar,
http://ainspector.github.io
• Cynthia Says,
http://cynthiasays.com
• EvalAccess,
http://sipt07.si.ehu.es/evalaccess2
• Functional Accessibility Evaluator,
https://fae.disability.illinois.edu
• HTML Validator,
http://validator.w3.org
• Juicy Studio Accessibility Toolbar,
http://juicystudio.com/services.php
• TAW Web Accessibility Test,
http://www.tawdis.net/ingles.html?lang=en
• Total Validator,
https://totalvalidator.com
• Utilitia,
http://utilitia.pl
• Wave Toolbar,
http://wave.webaim.org
• Web Accessibility Toolbar.
https://paciellogroup.com/resources/wat
Thirteen of the aforementioned, evaluated programs are open source. Since the
study focuses on non-commercial solutions the criterion nr 8 has been omitted. The
detailed results of the assessment of the validators chosen to perform automatic
tests on the availability of web sites according to the first group criteria are shown
in Table 2, according to the second group - in Table 3. Table 4 shows the evaluation
of the validators according to the importance of the assigned to criteria groups. In
order to facilitate the analysis of the data, the color green has been assigned to the
best validators, and red to the worst. Orange and yellow were used to highlight the
values in between.
The best tool turned out to be the Total Validator (5 points); whereas the Web
Accessibility Toolbar received the lowest score (0.6 points). The analysis of the
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points allocated to the criteria indicates that almost all validators provide complex
and detailed reports (criterion No. 4 - 69%). A basic feature of most of the
validators is also the possibility of verifying the websites for compliance with the
WCAG standard (criterion No. 1 - same result). The creators of the open-source
tools placed less emphasis on the possibility of simultaneous testing of multiple
pages. In 9 of the cases it is possible to validate only one HTML document at a
time (criterion 3 - 23%).

W1 aChecker

W2 ACTF aDesigner

W3 AInspector Sidebar

W4 Cynthia Says

W5 EvalAccess

W6 Functional Accessibility E.

W7 HTML Validator

W8 Juicy Studio Accessibility T.

W9 TAW Web Accessibility Test

W10 Total Validator

W11 Utilitia

W12 Wave Toolbar

W13 Web Accessibility Toolbar

Sum

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

9

69%

2

2

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

12

46%

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

6

23%

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

0

2

2

2

0

18

69%

Sum

5

5

3

3

3

5

2

3

2

5

4

4

1

% as compared
to the maximum sum

71%

71%

43%

43%

43%

71%

29%

43%

29%

71%

57%

57%

14%

Table 2. Evaluation and comparison of WWW availability validators according
to the first set of criteria

Grade criteria
1. Verification
of compliance
with the
WCAG standard
2. Verification
of compliance
with other
standards
3. Number of
simultaneously
verifiable pages
4. Method of
result presentation
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%
max

W13

1

2

0

12

46%

6. User Interface

0

0

2

2

2

0

0

0

2

1

2

2

0

13

33%

7. Software
update

0

1

1

0

0

2

2

0

1

2

2

1

0

12

46%

Sum

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

0

5

5

5

5

0

0%

W12

%
max

71%

W11

2

% compared to
the maximum
amount of
points

Sum

71%

W10

2

71%

W9

0

71%

W8

1

0%

W7

1

43%

W6

1

43%

W5

1

43%

W4

0

43%

W3

0

43%

W2

1

14%

5. Mode of
access

14%

Grade criteria

W1

Table 3. Evaluation and comparison of WWW accessibility validators according
to the second set of criteria

W13
0,6
0
0,6
9%

W12
2,4
2
4,4
63%

W11
2,4
2
4,4
63%

W10
3
2
5
71%

W9
1,2
2
3,2

1,8

4,2
60%

46%

W8

1,2

1,2

3
43%

0

W7

3

1,2

3
43%

1,8

W6

1,8

1,2

3
43%

26%

W5

1,8

1,2

3,4
49%

14,8

1,2

W4

1,8

0,4

3,4

% compared to
the maximum
amount of
points

27

2,4

W3

3

0,4

Sum

Sum

34%

W2

3

Second group
(0,4)

Grade criteria

W1

First group
(0,6)

49%

Table 4. Comparison of the validator’s results according to the importance assigned
to the criteria
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%
max
49%
41%

6. Conclusions
This paper focused on one of the methods of evaluating the accessibility of
WWW pages, which is using validators, programs that check the consistency and
correctness of the syntax by means of automatic tests. The advantage of such tools
is the possibility of verifying all pages of a given website in relatively short time.
It allows for a general assessment of the degree to which the page is accessible to a
generic user. Currently there are many tools of this type available, differing vastly
in the available scope of validation. Due to that, studies have been launched in
order to propose criteria for grading the technical capabilities of the validators
in use.
The presented results and recommendations will serve as a basis for further
research. More in-depth studies will be performed for the tools which have
received the highest grades (the highest amount of points) and will include –
among others – the verification of selected WWW pages.
Since validators do not allow for the assessment accordingly to all criteria of
WWW accessibility, they can be used only as the first step of the verification,
followed by a more detailed study conducted by specialists or users. Keeping this
in mind, the subsequent WWW availability verifications will feature inspective
methods alongside the application of the best open-source type validators.
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EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTING IN OPERATIONAL
RESEARCH FOR TWO-LAYER NEURAL NETWORKS
STANISŁAW PŁACZEK
Vistula University, Warsaw, Faculty of Computer Science

Considering the non-linear characteristics of the activation functions, the entire
task is multidimensional and non-linear with a multimodal target function. Implementing evolutionary computing in the multimodal optimization tasks gives developers new and effective tools for seeking the global minimum. A developer has to
find the optimal and simple transformation between the realization of a phenotype
and a genotype. In the article, a two-layer neural network is analysed. In the first
step, the population is created. In the main algorithm loop, a parent selection mechanism is used together with the fitness function. To evaluate the quality of evolutionary computing process different measured characteristics are used. The final results
are depicted using charts and tables.
Keywords: evolutionary algorithm, neural network, optimization algorithm, mutation and crossover operator

1. Introduction
Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are in some respect inspired by the process of natural selection. A given environment is filled
with a population of individuals that strive for survival and reproduction. The fitness of these individuals represents their chances of survival. Between the concepts
of natural evolution and computer calculation one can appoint the following
relation [1]:

Environment – Solving problem
Individuals – Candidate solution
Fitness value – Quality or target.
Everybody should be very careful when interpreting the results achieved; taking
into account the differences between a natural environment and a computer environment built with silicon and mathematics. From the historical point of view,
three different implementations of the basic idea have been developed. In the USA,
Fogel, Owen and Walsh introduced Evolutionary Programming (EP), while Holland called his method a Genetic Algorithm (GA); in Germany Rechenberg and
Schwefel invented the Evolution Strategy. Since 1990, all streams following the
general idea emerged as Genetic Programming (GP). Now the whole field of evolutionary computing is known as Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). In the article the
last term is used.
In the article, an EA is implemented to a two-layer Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) in the teaching process. An ANN has valuable characteristics, such as approximating any non-linear mapping and generalization, parallel and distributed
computation, learning and adaptation. Both parallel and distributed computation
especially correlate with the genetic and evolutionary algorithm structures. Evolutionary Algorithms are interpreted as a generalization of a genetic algorithm. In an
EA, the evolution principle and inheritance are implemented, as well as using the
appropriate data structure according to the solving task. For an ANN a real figure
matrix is applied. Using this, the appropriated variations of operators are used.
2. Standard learning algorithm structure
The simplest ANN structure is described as a two-layer ANN (Fig. 1). The input vector data X are put into input neurons, which are multiplied by appropriate
matrix W1 weight coefficients of an ANN structure. Using different types of activation function, the output signal of the first layer is calculated as vector U. Again
this vector is multiplied by matrix W2 weight coefficients and after the activation
function, the output vector Y is achieved. In the next step, this vector is compared
with the teaching vector Z and the target function Φ value is calculated. As a teaching function, the minimum of the mean square error (MSE) is usually used.
According to the ANN scheme structure, a set of formulas is calculated.
Stepping back from the left to the right, the target function is calculated:

Φ=( − ) ∗( − )
where:
Y – the output vector of a two-layer ANN,
Z – the teaching vector, one from the epoch set.
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(1)

The ANN output Y has the following vector structure form
= ( 2∗ )

(2)

where:
F – the vector’s structure of the activation function,
W2 – the output layer’s matrix of the weight coefficients,
U – the internal vector that is the output vector of the hidden layer.
The vector U represents the output of the hidden layer. The hidden layer plays a
fundamental role in the ANN learning algorithm. The input vector X is divided into
vector U of the higher dimensionality in a new space.

= ( 1∗ )

(3)

where:
F – the vector’s structure of the activation function. Usually it is a sigmoid or a
tanh function,
W1 – the hidden matrix of the weight coefficients,
X – the input vector, one from the epoch.

Figure 1. Backpropagation algorithm structure for a two-layer ANN

In the next step two differences are calculated, for W1 and W2 appropriately,
and all weight coefficients are modified. So, the iteration is finished and the new
input vector X and the learning vector Z from the epoch are used and the entire
procedure is repeated. Only one model of matrix weight coefficients (W1, W2) is
used (using the EA terminology: only one individual is used). In the EA, a set of
individuals is generated. Evaluating the output vector Y is fulfilled in a parallel
way, so the gradient calculation is unnecessary.
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3. Evolutionary Algorithm structure
The basic model is different in an EA calculation. We have to define the set of
ANN individuals with one input Y and the output learning vector Z (Fig. 2). These
individuals are a unit of selection. Their reproductive success depends on how well
they are evaluated by the target function. The more successful individuals have a
higher ability to reproduce in the next generation. Additionally, mutations give rise
to new individuals to be tested. Thus, as the iteration passes, there is a chance in
the constitutions of the population. The whole set of individuals is known as a population. In an ANN every individual is represented by the weight coefficients, both
matrices W1, W2, which connect the input signal X with the output Y. In the EA
terminology, a matrix is defined as two chromosomes – an individual calculation
entity. A chromosome contains a set of weight coefficients known as genes. Genes
are expressed in natural figures. This is the basic difference between EA and GA.
Remember, that in the GA all genes have bit representation.

Figure 2. An EA algorithm structure for two chromosomes and a popsize population

Target function is a set of a popsize individual’s target function.
Φ = [Φ , Φ , Φ , … Φ

]

(4)

Every individual’s target function is calculated according to formulas (5) and (2), (3)
min Φ = (
where:
! = ! ,! ,! ,… !

− ) ∗(

− )

(5)

– the set of individuals.

Thus, a set of genes creates a chromosome. According to Fig. 2, an EA structure contains the “number of individuals” dimensionality, popsize. The input vector
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[0: $% ], in a parallel way is sending into the popsize matrix W1 vector U
matrix W2
to output vector Y. All output vectors [0: $ ] are evaluated and
the fitness function Φ for every individual is calculated. One of the most important and necessary parameters is the number of individuals (or parents) &, and
the number of offspring (children) '. The decision is not simple. If one decides to
increase the number of both the individuals and the offspring, the algorithm will
look through the solving space better. But, on the other hand, this process is timeconsuming and finding the final solution could last too long. Comparing Figures 1
and 2 one can see the main differences between a standard backpropagation algorithm and an EA structure. A backpropagation algorithm is serial. Solving space is
indwelled by an algorithm using information contained in the target function gradient. An EA is a parallel algorithm. In a parallel way, the set of individuals
indwells solving space, looking for the best individuals fitted to the target function
(the solving task).
4. Evolutionary Algorithm’s components
In literature, one can find many different variants of an EA. But there are
common technics behind all of them. There is a population of individuals within
some environment (giving a target function). These individuals compete using the
natural selection (survival of the fittest). This, in turn, causes a rise of the population. Giving the target function (the quality function to be maximized), an algorithm randomly creates a set of candidate solution. The target function is applied as
an abstract fitness measure. On the basis of these fitness values some of the better
candidates are chosen to seed the next generation, which is fulfilled by applying
recombination and mutation to them. Therefore, by executing the variation operators on the parents, a new set of candidates is generated (the offspring). A new
target function value is evaluated and competition is created. For competition, a
different algorithm is used – the fittest, the maximum age. This process can be
iterated until a candidate with the maximum quality is found. To summarize, one
can conclude [1]:
• EAs are population-based. They process a whole collection of candidate
solution in a parallel way.
• EAs can use recombination, mixing information from two or more candidates and mutation for one candidate.
• EAs are stochastic using a lot of randomly generated data.
Below, the most important components of EAs are described:
• Individuals' representation. For an ANN a set of matrices will be applied.
• Evaluation function, target function or fitness function.
• Population dimensionality, popsize.
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•
•

Individual (parent) selection.
Variation operators. Recombination and mutation to the matrix structure
will be applied.
• Replacement (survival selection mechanism).
The general block scheme of the EA is given in Figure 3. It contains all the main
components and the relations between them. Every block in the scheme could be
realized in many ways and could be implemented by various algorithms, which are
also described in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Scheme of Evolutionary Algorithm structure

4.1. The representation of an ANN weight coefficients
As stated above, an ANN layer structure is described as the weight coefficients matrices W1, W2. For the long input vector X, the hidden vector U and the
output vector Y, the matrices’ dimensionality could be big and contain a lot of
weight coefficients.
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For the input vector $% = 50, the hidden vector $ = 80 and the output vector
$ = 30, matrices’ dimensionalities are:
W1= ||4080|| figures.
W2= ||2480|| figures.
Total number of genes = 6560. For the binary representation, the total bit
number will be huge. The final conclusion is simple – using binary code for matrix
weight coefficients representation is not adequate. In contrast, taking the real value
matrix weight representation is the appropriate decision. From the calculation point
of view, the coding and decoding step is omitted in each iteration. The algorithm
works faster. The main role of the evaluation function, target function or fitness
function is to represent the requirements the population should adopt to meet. It is
the base for the selection step and it boosts improvements.
4.2. Evaluation function
As it is standard in an ANN teaching process, the minimum of the mean
square error (MSE) is used (1).
It should be as minimal as possible. However, in an EA the maximum of the
target function is required to use the proportional selection. The simplest method is
to change the minimum to the maximum,
max,−Φ(-)] = min[Φ(-)].

(6)

But this simple method cannot guarantee that all −Φ(-) ≥ 0, which is required by the proportional selection. A better way is to add the constant number C
to all fitness values, achieving
0 − Φ(-) ≥ 0.
(7)
The problem is that it is hard to select the proper C value. If C is small, it cannot guarantee that 0 − Φ(-) ≥ 0 for all individuals. For an ANN teaching target
function, the maximum of fitness value in the current population is calculated,
which guarantees that:
Φ123 (x) − Φ(-) ≥ 0.
(8)
In this way, the minimum optimization problem could be changed to:
max,Φ123 (x) − Φ(-)}.

(9)

4.3. Population dimensionality
The role of a population is to represent a possible solution. In an ANN, the
population is a multi-set of matrices and forms the unit of evolution. In almost all
EA applications the population size is constant and does not change during the
iteration process. The selection operators (two-step, parent selection and survival
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selection) work on the population level. But, in contrast, the variation operators
(crossover and mutation) act on parent individuals. A population should have an
adequate property. The main parameter is known as diversity and measures the
number of different solutions (12). Other statistical measures, such as variation
(14) and entropy, are used. If the popsize population is big, diversity is usually
better, but an algorithm needs more time to evaluate the target functions. A set of
formulas is calculated to measure the EA’s characteristics:
Φ567 = ⋁ ∈

⋁9∈

, Φ567 = Φ ≥ Φ9 }

(10)

Φ5 ; = ⋁ ∈

⋁9∈

, Φ567 = Φ ≤ Φ9 }

(11)

∆ = Φ567 − Φ5 ;
Φ6=

>

Var =

=

(12)

∗∑ @
∗∑@

Φ

(13)

(Φ − Φ6= > )

(14)

where:
Φ6= > – the average value of the fitness function for all population,
Var – the variation value as a diversity measure.
4.4. Parent selection mechanism
Selection process imitates natural selection by granting fitter individuals higher opportunity to be selected into the crossover process. Individual “i” in the current population has a fitness value Φ . Fitter individuals have more chances to be
selected and a relative fitness value of individuals is calculated:
! =

AB
BCDEDFBGH

∑BCI

AB

(15)

In the program selection, an algorithm is simulated by the roulette and this
process is known as roulette wheel selection (RWS). In this way, some individuals
in the population will be selected more than once and some will never be selected.
But, from time to time, the fitter individuals could not be selected by RWS. This
process is known as selection bias. To avoid this for an ANN, stochastic universal
sampling (SUS) is used, as suggested by Baker [2]. RWS has one arrow. If the
arrow stops at area “i”, an individual “i” is selected. RWS is carried out in a serial
way. SUS has popsize uniformly distributed arrows (Fig. 4). If any arrow “i” stops
at area “j”, “j” individuals are selected. SUS works in a parallel way and could
perform proportional selection without bias.
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Figure 4. Stochastic Universal Sampling algorithm. Source: [5]

4.5. Mutation operator

In an EA implementation, only the mutation operator is proposed. Using
the mutation probability parameter !5 , selected from the whole population, a
gene could be modified by Uniform Mutation.
J1 9 = KLMN (L, O)

(16)

J2 9 = KLMN(L, O)

(17)

Where a, b are the upper and lower domain value, respectively. In this algorithm,
one can define the domain parameters in an arbitrary way. A better result is
achieved using Normal Mutation. For a normal distributed randomly, the possible
of the mutant value will be in the range:
(J 9 − 3 ∙ R ; J 9 + 3 ∙ R)

(18)

Where R is the standard deviation. Mutation is calculated by formula (19).
J1 9 (M + 1) = J 9 (M) + R ∙ $(0,1)

(19)

J2 9 (M + 1) = J2 9 (M) + R ∙ $(0,1)

(20)

5. Numerical example
A simple classification problem was investigated as an example for a twolayer ANN with configuration 3-7-1 (3 input neurons, 7 hidden, 1 output).
Data located in a three-dimensional space have to be classified in two categories:
−1 and 0.
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Figure 5. Three population characteristics: minimum, average and maximum target
function values as a function of iteration number. Mutation parameter: sigma = 1

An Evolutionary Algorithm used selection and a mutation operator as main
algorithmic forces. A cross operator was ignored. For a mutation operator, two
parameters were used: sigma, according to formulas (19) and (20), modified the
weight matrices W1, W2 coefficients with probability pm = 0.01. To study the learning process’ dynamic characteristics, only sigma was modified. In Figure 5, the
entire learning process can be divided into two parts. At the beginning, all three
parameters (minimum, average, maximum) are greater than zero. After about 40
iterations, a set of population achieves the minimum target function value and the
learning process could be finished, but the average value is still greater than zero.
After 80 iterations, the algorithm was stopped.

Figure 6. Three population characteristics: minimum, average and maximum target
function value as a function of the iteration number
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In Figure 6, for sigma = 0.5 all characteristics of the learning process go more
smoothly. The average value achieves zero in an asymptotic way. In Figure 7,
a variation operator is shown.

Figure 7. Variation as a measure of selection pressure.

The variation operator characterizes the population’s diversity and, for
sigma = 0.5, a population very quickly concentrates around the target function (the
minimum value is close to zero). For sigma = 0.5 we can observe that the selection
pressure is too high. As far as the algorithm’s stability is concerned, it is not a good
strategy as it converges too fast.

6. Conclusion
An ANN calculates the output value Y using all the neurons in layers (hidden
and output), which are working in a parallel way. The modern computers with multiprocessors and programming languages have the tools to use ANNs in a wide
area. An EA, using real figures value in genes, chromosome and population representation as the basic for its structure, can use the same computers and programming features. So, the connection of these two tools increases the final calculation
power and speed. The article, in a very abbreviated form, describes all the main
features and elements of an EA structure. In the calculation example, SUS selection
process and Normal Mutation algorithms were used. As the replacement mechanism the simplest algorithm was used, too. The popsize individuals (parents) generate the same offspring number, so the population is constant during the iteration
process & = '. Using a threshold activation function, an algorithm needs less iteration to achieve the final target function value. Using a standard sigmoid function,
a backpropagation algorithm needs more iteration to achieve the saturation value.
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There are two important issues in the evolution process: population diversity and
selective pressure. These factors are related: an increase in the selective pressure
decreases the diversity of the population, and vice versa. Strong selective pressure
supports the premature convergence. Future work will be concentrated on the adaptation algorithm for Normal Mutation. The sigma parameter has to change its value. When the learning algorithm starts, the sigma should be quite big and should
decrease during iteration.
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This paper analyses the effects of fiscal policies upon agriculture and industry in
Ukraine, with the SVAR model using quarterly data for the 2001–2016 period. The
results indicate a positive effect of the government spending on both agricultural
production and industrial output, while an increase in the government revenue is of
the same expansionary impact for the latter only. Among other results, there is a
weak negative short-lived spillover from agriculture to industry, with no causality
running on the reverse. As agricultural production in Ukraine is associated with a
higher level of government spending in the short run, a direction of causality seems
to be just the opposite for industrial output. Both agriculture and industry bring
about higher budget revenues in the short run, but for the latter this effect is lagged
and more persistent. Controlling for fiscal policy effects, the nominal (real)
exchange rate depreciation seems to be expansionary for industrial output. For
agriculture, a nominal exchange rate depreciation is restrictionary in the short run,
with an expansionary effect in the long run (however, this result is not supported in
specification with the real exchange rate). Several implications of fiscal policy
effects are discussed.
Keywords: agriculture, industry, fiscal policy, nominal (real) exchange rate, Ukraine
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Agricultural production in Ukraine has been on an upward trend since 2000
but this trend seems to be reversed over the 2014−2016 period, with much higher
instability around a declining growth path (Fig. 1). Recent developments in
Ukraine’s agriculture provide extra evidence to a well-known fact that the
agricultural industry is extremely vulnerable to risk and uncertainty. Besides such
factors, as volatility on the world commodity markets, weather conditions or
infrastructural problems, macroeconomic policies often have unintended and
harmful effects on the agricultural economy. On the other side, government
transfers to farmers and public investments in rural infrastructure could be a factor
behind agricultural production and rural development, as it is demonstrated by the
experience of European Union countries [3].

b) industrial output

Figure 1. Ukraine: sectoral output in agriculture and industry, 2000−2016
Note: trend values are obtained with the Hodrick─Prescott filter
Source: Ukraine’s State Statistical Committee (www.ukrstat.gov.ua)

Changes in the fiscal policy stance have important supply-side and demandside effects on agriculture. Importance of fiscal policy is higher for low-income
economies that are heavily dependent on primary exports [7]. Fiscal policy options
for agriculture have been discussed in Ukraine for several recent years. Though the
amount of direct financial support for producers in agriculture is well below the
level of European countries, Ukrainian farmers and especially large agro-industrial
holdings nevertheless benefit from lower VAT rates for foodstuff, VAT rebates for
exporters and indirect government spending policies (rural infrastructure, storage
facilities etc.). As the IMF and other international financial organizations exert
pressure for the Ukrainian authorities in order to abolish most of tax privileges for
agriculture, local producers are lobbying in favor of keeping status quo and
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extending programs of government spending on agriculture. However, any efforts
of government financial support could be blocked by unsustainable fiscal position.
It is worth noting that a dynamic growth in agricultural production in 2011–2013
had coincided with an increase in government spending (Fig. 2). Since the
beginning of 2014, there has been a downward correction of government spending
but it is reversed recently. In general, government revenues follow the pattern of
government spending, with the exception of the 2009–2010 period when a decrease
in the former is observed against the backdrop of an increase in the latter.
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Figure 2. Ukraine: government spending and revenues, 2000−2016
Source: Ukraine’s Ministry of Finance (www.minfin.gov.ua)

In this article fiscal policy sectoral effects are studied with a structural vector
autoregression (SVAR) model that jointly models the share in GDP of government
revenue and spending, the levels of output in agriculture and industry and the level
of nominal (real) exchange rate. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. The next section reviews the relevant literature on the fiscal policy
sectoral effects. Section 3 presents data information and discusses the econometric
methodology. In Section 4 empirical findings are discussed. The last section
concludes.
2. Fiscal policy sectoral effects
Fiscal policy can have different demand-side and supply-side sectoral effects,
depending on the impact of nominal (real) exchange rate, sectoral capital intensities
and labour supply elasticity. A standard result is such that a rise in government
spending (a tax cut) brings about the appreciation of the RER, which is supposed to
asymmetric output effects on the traded and non-traded goods sectors, QT and QN
respectively. Assuming that agriculture produces tradable goods and industry is
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predominantly engaged into production of non-tradable goods, expansionary fiscal
policy should have a restrictionary effect upon the former and an expansionary
effect upon the latter, though a co-movement between them is not ruled out as well,
for example, if government spending is intensive in non-traded goods [13].
As the relative price effect in favour of demand for traded goods is likely to
increase investments which used to be of significant import content, a combination
of the persistent RER overvaluation and worsening of the current account is
working in the opposite direction. However, Cardi and Restout [5] demonstrate that
under assumptions of a two-sector neoclassical open economy model with traded
and non-traded goods a drop in investment and in the current account, in line with
empirical evidence, is the case only if the traded sector is more capital intensive
than the non-traded sector, and labour is supplied elastically. Regardless of sectoral
capital intensities, a fiscal shock raises the relative size of the non-traded sector
substantially in the short-run. Also, a possibility of the RER depreciation is not
ruled out if the markup depends on the number of competitors. Similar results are
obtained by Bénétrix and Lane [4]. It is found that expansionary fiscal shocks lead
to an increase in the relative size of the non-traded sector, thus mattering not only
for aggregate variables but also for the sectoral composition of output.
Fiscal policy effects are further complicated in the countries where budget
revenues are dependent on commodity exports. Studying fiscal policy response to
an adverse trade shock that reduces national wealth and reallocates domestic inputs
from the production of non-traded goods to tradables, Steigum and Thøgersen [15]
obtain within a framework of dynamic dependent economy model that a gradual
process of optimal reallocation of capital and labour between QN and QT sectors
implies running fiscal deficits during the sectoral adjustment process. As the nontraded sector is excessive in the short run, there should be more consumption on
non-traded goods to the present generations than to the future which implies that
the stimulating effect on agriculture (sector QT) should be weaker.
Supply-side effects of fiscal policy are quire heterogenenous, being dependent
on the effectiveness of public investments, tax elasticities and labour market
sectoral spillovers. As agriculture is still labour-intense in most of the countries
outside industrial world, functioning of the labour market is of special interest. As
early as in the 1970s, Helpman [11] modelled a differential employment effect
from government spending on traded versus non-traded goods in a two-sector small
open economy. Utilizing the DSGE model with search and matching frictions in
the labour market and with both public and private sectors, Gomes [10] establishes
that higher wages in the public sector lead to higher public sector jobs and raise
private sector wages, which could be harmful for sectors with labour-intense
technologies. However, it is possible to speculate that outflows of labour in favour
of the public sector would enhance the level of technologies in agriculture and thus
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stimulate growth, in addition to a positive demand shock. As suggested by the
experience of Thailand, the increase in the government consumption spending
coupled with acceleration in money supply growth leads to an increase in
agricultural production, but at the expense of lower employment in agriculture
[12]. On the other hand, it is not ruled out that some workers would leave industry
and return to the countryside, thus contributing to either output or employment in
agriculture.
Distinguishing between the goods and the employment spending components
of government consumption, Cavallo [6] shows that the latter acts as a transfer
payment for households, thereby dampening substantially the negative wealth
effect on consumption and labour supply associated with fiscal shocks. However, it
is common to obtain in empirical studies that government investment shocks are
much more effective in stimulating the economy than spending shocks; for
example, it is the case for the U.S. [16]. Easterly and Rebelo [8] obtain that
government spending contributes to the growth through investment in
transportation and communication, with agricultural investment being negatively
related to private investment with a regression coefficient between −0.64 and
−0.94. Higher tax revenues have negative effects on the growth, possibly proxying
for general instability in the economy or for variability associated with the tax
system. Tax effects are usually weaker if compared with expenditure effects,
probably due to lower incidence of wage pressure for the private sector [2].
More recent results are more favourable for the growth effects of government
spending on agriculture. Based on panel data of 23 countries in Africa, Asia and
Latin America for the 1993-2006 period, Gaiha et al. [9] find that government
spending has a major role in growth acceleration both in GDP and agriculture,
despite the decline in the share of agriculture in GDP. It is demonstrated that public
spending, particularly on health and education has positive growth effects, with
poverty reduction impact being quite significant. For India, it is argued that deficitfinanced expenditures lead to an increase in unproductive investment in general but
with the exception of agriculture [1]. Moreover, a favourable crowding in of
private investment seems likely by higher government spending on agriculture.
Empirical results for CEE countries are rather scarce. Bach et al. [3] obtain that
the transfers from EU taxpayers to farmers in the CEE countries result in
significant welfare gains, while having limited macroeconomic costs for the EU
For Albania, it is found that tax exemption on inputs such as agrochemicals and
fuel would significantly affect positively the profitability at the farm level and the
overall agriculture sector competitiveness [17].
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3. Empirical methodology
We use quarterly series for the 2001Q1:2016Q2 period of the following
variables: government revenue and spending (in percent of GDP), agricultural and
industrial output (index, 2000=100), nominal and real effective exchange rates
(index, 2010=100). Agricultural and industrial output series are taken from the
Ukraine’s State Statistical office (www.ukrstat.gov.ua) while the nominal (real)
exchange rate is obtained from the IMF’s International Financial Statistics
database (www.imf.org). All variables enter in logs in order to reduce variation in
time series, with government revenue and spending, agricultural and industrial
output series being seasonally adjusted with the Census X-11 method.
Assuming
infinite
vector
moving
average
representation
of
A0 X t = A( L) X t −1 + Bε t , the reduced-form of the VAR model is as follows:

X t = A0−1 A( L) X t −1 + A0−1 Bε t = C ( L) X t −1 + u t ,

(1)

where Xt is a N × 1 vector of the endogenous variables including a budget revenue
measure (revt), a government spending measure (gt), real output in agriculture
(agrot) and real output in industry (indt), as well as an exchange rate (et). In
empirical analysis, exchange rate et is proxied with both nominal and real effective
exchange rates, neert and reert respectively. The crisis dummy, CRISISt, controls
for crisis developments, taking the value 1 from 2008Q3 to 2009Q4 and from
2014Q1 to 2016Q2 and 0 otherwise.
Matrix A0 captures the contemporaneous relations between the endogenous
variables. Matrix A(L) is a polynomial variance-covariance matrix, L is the lag
operator, C(L) is a matrix representing the relationship between lagged endogenous
variables, εt is a k × 1 vector of normally distributed, serially uncorrelated and
mutually orthogonal white noise disturbances, and ut is N × 1 vector of normally
distributed shocks that are serially uncorrelated but could be contemporaneously
correlated with each other.
The specification of our SVAR is as follows (in terms of the
contemporaneous innovations):
rev = u1 ,

(2)

g = a1rev + a2 agro + u2 ,

(3)

agro = b1 g + b2ind + u3 ,

(4)

e = c1rev + c2 agro + u4 ,

(5)

ind = d1agro + d 2e + u5 .

(6)
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All variables in equations (2)─(6) represent the first stage VAR residuals. It is
assumed that both government revenues and spending do not respond
contemporaneously to output shocks (equations (2) and (3)). On the other hand,
government spending is dependent positively upon government revenues and
agricultural production thus reflecting two most frequently mentioned features of
Ukraine’s budget process, a1 , a2 > 0 . As it is customary to assume, Ukraine’s
agriculture benefits from both government spending and industrial output,
b1 , b2 > 0 (equation (4)). On impact, nominal (real) exchange rate is expected to
appreciate following an increase in government revenues and agricultural
production, с1 , с2 > 0 (equation (5)). Finally, industrial output is affected
contemporaneously by agricultural production and nominal (real) exchange rate,
with both effects being rather ambiguous in empirical studies, i.e.
b1 , b2 <> 0 (equation (6)).
For computational purposes, EViews 6.1 program is used. We include two
lags into the SVAR model, as suggested by the Akaike criterion. Although there
might be some concerns about nonstationarity of industrial output and exchange
rate series, minimal requirements of adequacy are met as the unit root tests indicate
stationarity of residuals. Also, it is worth noting that no cointegration between
endogenous variables is detected. It is important that the SVAR model in levels is
more informative if compared with the case with first differencing the time series
as it is associated with a loss of information.

4. Empirical results and discussion
The selected impulse responses of endogenous variables are presented in
Fig. 2−6. Table 1 reports the portion of the forecast error variance decomposition
(FEVD) in the endogenous variable at different forecast horizons that is
attributable to innovations in other variables (the dominant shock is in bold type).
The impulse responses of nominal and real effective exchange rates to a 1
percent of GDP shock of government revenue and spending are presented in Fig. 2.
Contrary to standard economic theory predictions, there is a uniform depreciation
of neert in the long run for both fiscal shocks. The lack of any impact upon the
reert suggests significant inflationary spillovers by revenue and spending shocks.
However, the fraction of fiscal variables in the changes of nominal (real) exchange
rate does not exceed 20 percent (Table 1).
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Figure 2. Fiscal policy effects on nominal (real) exchange rates
Note: the solid line is the point estimate, while the dotted lines represent a two-standard
error confidence band around this point estimate
Table 1. Forecast error variance decomposition
Impulses

Responses
to

Forecast horizons

4
8
12
16
79 (83)
73 (76)
72 (75)
71 (74)
7 (6)
8 (8)
9 (9)
9 (10)
5 (4)
6 (5)
6 (5)
6 (5)
4 (3)
5 (3)
5 (3)
5 (3)
4 (4)
7 (7)
8 (7)
8 (8)
Government
38 (34)
35 (27)
35 (25)
34 (24)
spending (g)
43 (41)
41 (37)
40 (37)
39 (37)
10 (19)
11 (29)
10 (31)
9 (32)
5 (3)
8 (2)
10 (2)
11 (2)
3 (3)
5 (4)
6 (4)
6 (5)
Agricultural
3 (3)
4 (2)
5 (2)
6 (2)
production
9 (11)
12 (17)
13 (19)
13 (20)
(agro)
83 (83)
77 (77)
72 (75)
69 (73)
1 (1)
2 (2)
4 (2)
6 (2)
5 (2)
5 92)
5 (3)
5 (3)
Nominal
2 (5)
9 (6)
9 (7)
10 (7)
effective
6 (2)
7 (3)
8 (2)
9 (2)
exchange rate
14 (1)
9 (14)
7 (28)
6 (36)
(neer)
75 (90)
67 (70)
67 (54)
66 (45)
2 (1)
7 (7)
8 (8)
9 (10)
Industrial
6 (7)
12 (14)
13 (15)
13 (16)
output (ind)
6 (6)
6 (5)
6 (4)
6 (4)
22 (21)
20 (22)
18 (21)
17 (20)
13 (9)
9 (10)
9 (12)
8 (14)
53 (57)
52 (49
54 (47)
56 (46)
Note: results for a specification with the real exchange rate are given in brackets
Government
revenue (rev)

rev
g
agro
e
ind
rev
g
agro
e
ind
rev
g
agro
e
ind
rev
g
agro
e
ind
rev
g
agro
e
ind
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Figure 3 shows that output responses to a government spending shock in both
agriculture and industry are positive though less persistent for the latter
(a stimulating effect on the industrial output is rather short-lived). On the other
hand, industry is stronger positively influenced by a higher government revenue.
Though there is the same positive effect of a revenue shock upon agriculture in a
specification with the NEER, the response becomes insignificant in an alternative
specification with the REER. As expected, FEVD analysis suggests that agriculture
is stronger influenced by government spending if compared to government
revenues (Table 1). The results are just the opposite for industry which is more
dependent on government revenues. For both sectors, a combined fraction for fiscal
shocks is about 25 percent.
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Figure 3. Fiscal policy sectoral effects
There is weak evidence that agricultural production has a positive impact on
government revenues with a two quarters lag (however, this effect is statistically
insignificant in later periods) (Fig. 4). By contrast, shocks to industrial output seem
to produce a negative effect on the government revenue in the short run, while
being of opposite direction on longer horizons. Shocks to agricultural production
produce larger increases in government spending if compared with shocks to
industrial output. According to the FEVD analysis, both agriculture and industry
have a marginal significance for changes in revt. As for government spending, the
result is similar for industrial output shocks but the fraction of agricultural shocks
progressively increases up to 32 percent in the specification with RER.
For agriculture, the largest expansions are produced by shocks to a nominal
exchange rate, while this sector seems to be neutral in respect to changes in the
RER (Fig. 5). By contrast, the response of industrial output to the RER
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depreciation seems to be larger in comparison to changes in the NEER. Also, there
are asymmetrical responses of agricultural production and industrial output to the
RER shock on impact. The effect of nominal (real) exchange rate shocks on
industry is of more importance than on agriculture, but its share in the FEVD is
below 15 percent.
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Figure 4. Sectoral effects on fiscal variables
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Figure 5. Sectoral exchange rate effects

If control for fiscal shocks, there is no any industry spillovers to agriculture,
while there is weak evidence of crowding out of the former by the latter (Fig. 6). It
runs counter to the results obtained with monthly data for a SVAR model with no
fiscal variables [14]. The fraction of industrial output explained by agricultural
shocks is at 20 percent, with shocks to industrial output accounting for just 5
percent of changes in agricultural production.
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Figure 6. Sectoral spillovers under controlling for fiscal policy and exchange rate effects

As expected, crisis developments of 2008-2009 and 2014-2016 periods are of
clear negative impact upon industry, while being at least neutral in respect to
agriculture (the coefficient on a crisis dummy is positive but not statistically
significant). Also, there is evidence in favor of a direct link between crisis
developments and nominal (real) depreciation of exchange rate. On the other hand,
crisis developments seem to have no any effect on the level of both government
spending and government revenue as measured by percent of GDP.

6. Conclusions
Government spending contributes to growth in both agriculture and industry,
while only the latter benefits from an increase in government revenues. Positive
relationship between industrial output and government revenues is more persistent
and robust in respect to the choice of the exchange rate indicator if compared with
reaction of revenues to agricultural production. Government spending increases in
line with both agricultural production and industrial output. Nominal and real
depreciation is favourable for industry, but the exchange rate effect is quite
ambiguous for agriculture. As it is likely that nominal (real) depreciation is
restrictionary in the short run, predictions of the long run effects are ranging from
expansion (NEER) to neutrality (RER). There is weak evidence that an increase in
agricultural production has a short-run ‘crowding out’ effect upon industry.
Our study reveals that withdrawal of government financial support could be
harmful for both agriculture and industry. Assuming a possibility of the taxfinanced budget deficit, a higher tax burden seems not to be a big problem as a
correspondent increase in the government revenue has no any restrictionary effect.
However, the policy of higher government revenue and spending seems to bring
about a nominal exchange rate depreciation which is likely to depress agricultural
production in the short run.
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THE GPU PERFORMANCE IN COORDINATION OF
PARALLEL TASKS IN ACCESS TO RESOURCE GROUPS
WITHOUT CONFLICTS
MATEUSZ SMOLIŃSKI
Institute of Information Technology, Lodz University of Technology

In high contention environments, with limited number of shared resources,
elimination of resource conflicts between tasks processed in parallel is required.
Execution of all tasks without resource conflicts can be achieved by preparing a
proper overall schedule for all of them. The effective calculation of conflict-free
execution plan for tasks provides the conflictless scheduling algorithm that is
dedicated to GPU massively parallel processing. The conflictless scheduling
algorithm base on rapid resource conflict detection to mutual exclusion of conflicted
tasks in access to global resources and is an alternative to other task synchronization
methods. This article presents the performance of modern GPU in calculations of
adaptive conflictless task schedule. The performance analysis also takes into account
all data transfers to and from the GPU memory in various phases of the conflictless
task scheduling algorithm.
Keywords: Resource conflict elimination, conflict free task execution, mutual
exclusion, deadlock avoidance, cooperative concurrency control, GPU massively
parallel processing, SIMD control SISD, GPGPU using OpenCL.

1. Introduction
Modern software development requires parallel task processing to provide
high performance. This follows directly from the construction of computers that
usually have multiple processing units. Building a multi-process application or
multithreaded program requires access control to global resources. To meet the
correctness requirements software developers use known concurrency solutions
that generally can be classified as competitive or cooperative concurrency [6,7].
Separation of concurrency problems and selection of synchronization mechanisms
with their appropriate usage in code is a source of problems in software
development. Additionally software developer has to choose fine or coarse grain
strategy for synchronization of access to global resources. Using multiple
synchronization mechanisms programmer can encounter task starvation or
deadlock problem. Together with an increasing number of tasks and global
resources increases the difficulty of preparing a correct concurrent program. This
problem especially concerns high contention environments i.e. DBMS, OLTP.
As alternative software developer can group resources according to their
usage in program (the division into tasks) and use conflictless scheduling to
coordinate tasks in access to global resources. The proposed model of parallel task
processing frees the programmer from controlling tasks access to global resources
to ensure mutual exclusion [4]. Using conflictless scheduling there is no need to
use other synchronization mechanism to manage allocation of global resources.
The conflictless scheduling can be applied in various task processing environments
and is fully responsible for tasks coordination to access groups of global resources
without any resource conflicts. Using conflictless scheduling also guarantees no
task starvation or deadlock in access to resources group required by task [5]. This
universal task coordination approach bases on rapid resource conflict detection and
preparation of schedule, which ensures parallel tasks execution without resources
conflicts. When one task finishes its execution then other conflicted tasks is started,
according to calculated earlier conflictless schedule. All calculations of conflictless
schedules need to be performed frequently and as quickly as possible, but not
engaging with the task resources.
Therefore an isolated computing environment was proposed, which is single
GPU card, to calculate conflictless schedule. The conflictless scheduling concept
with massively parallel GPU processing was presented on figure 1. Efficient
calculation of conflictless schedule with GPU requires dedicated data structures
and algorithm, which will be presented in next chapter. Also example of GPU
performance results, obtained using prepared author’s simulator software, will be
presented. Also analysis of those results will be discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 1. The concept of task coordination in access to global resources
using conflictless scheduling

2. The conflictless scheduling
Application of conflictless task scheduling is possible only if all assumptions
about environment are fulfilled. The first assumption requires that task processing
environment has high contention of resources and the number of global resources is
static. High level of contention means that every task has at least one conflict with
others in access to limited number of global resources. Second assumption requires
that before task execution begin all its global resources has to be known. All
required by task resources has to be known in the moment, when task is created. It
is worth to mention, that the task execution times do not have to be known and
there are no task priorities.
Using binary resource identifiers tasks can be grouped in classes, where each
class represents tasks that require the same set of global resources with identical
pattern of access operations to each of them. In n-th point in time the task class
definition:
Cnk = {ti: IRWi = IRWk ∧ IRi = IRk}
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(1)

where:
n – represents value of logical time,
∧ – represents logical conjunction,
IRWi – bits sequence that represents resources read or write by task ti,
IRi – bits sequence that represents resources only read by task ti
Each task class has own FIFO queue, which determines execution order for
waiting tasks from the same class. Requested task is allocated to queue by its
binary resource identifiers IRW and IR, which represents group of global resources
that are required by task with its access pattern (read only/write only/read and write
operations). Class task queues are emptied according to conflictless schedule
determined to n-th point in time. Each task has timestamp determined by logical
time, which represents moment of its appearance in task processing environment.
Therefore conflictless scheduling bases on correct managing of class queues, where
all tasks executed in parallel have no resource conflict. Each finish of active task
and change in class task queues determine next point in logical time. This also
means that all task executions with distinction to start and finish, have to be
reported (even task execution finish with error). This allows to control, which
waiting tasks can be executed, when last active conflicted task finish its execution.
Not knowing the finish time of active tasks we can wait for completion one of them
and then calculate suitable conflictless schedule, but this introduces additional
delays in task processing environments. Alternatively we can calculate in advance
many conflictless schedules, one for each active task. This approach requires
efficient processing environment for preparation many conflict less schedules, each
one Snk for every active task tk ∈ Rn and for fixed n-th point in time. To calculate
schedules effectively was chosen massively parallel processing environment
supported by modern GPU card. However development of dedicated GPU
algorithm to effective calculation of conflictless schedules requires fast resource
conflict detection between tasks. This problem was solved using two binary
resource identifiers IRW and IR, which are assigned to each task and represents
global resources that are used by this task operation with distinction read only
resources.
Binary resource identifiers allow rapid conflict detection between tasks,
details and examples are presented in other publications [4, 5]. The resource
conflict detection between two tasks belonging respectively to class Cnx and Cny can
be check by simple condition:
(IRWx and IRWy) xor (IRx and IRy) ≠ 0

(2)

If above condition is satisfied, then exists at least one resource conflict
between task classes, determined by only three simple binary operators and one
comparison. This means that every two tasks, from those classes cannot be
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executed in parallel, its execution order has to be determined by its logical time
values. If resource conflict is detected between tasks, then longer waiting task has
to be executed at first. This rule prevents tasks starvation and deadlock because
some task could get stuck in the class queue [5].
3. The GPU algorithm for determination conflictless schedule
Modern GPU processing environment is an example of SIMD (Single
Instruction stream Multiple Data streams) in Flynn’s taxonomy in contrast to task
processing environments that are classified as SISD (Single Instruction stream
Single Data stream) [2]. Single GPU card is isolated processing environment
because processing units can share GPU memory area (i.e. global memory), but
cannot directly access to memory located beyond GPU card. Designing of GPU
algorithm requires taking into account all memory transfers between host system
and GPU memory. To avoid unnecessary data transfers and repeated calculations
we propose some dedicated data structures: conflict array and conflict lists.
A conflict array stores information about resource conflicts between classes.
Whereas a conflict list is kept for each task class and stores all classes that are in
conflict with it. Task classes are identified on list by numbers and the conflict list
contains only selection of those conflicted classes, that queues are not empty. The
order of task classes in conflict list is fixed by timestamps of oldest task waiting in
class queue.
Developed algorithm has four phases - respectively denoted: SORT, CAT,
ACS, CLS, that are processed sequentially. Each phase has prepared computation
kernel dedicated to GPU processing. To determine a conflictless schedule, all
phases have to be processed sequentially, because the calculation results of the
previous stage are used in next computation phase. It should be noted that those
results between computation stages are stored in GPU memory, which minimize
unnecessary data transfer between host and GPU memory. Additionally due to the
features of the GPU memory (in particular of the restrictions on the local memory),
in each phase of presented algorithm, all computations have to be divided into
work-groups. All calculations in a single work-group are run in the same
computation unit, using its many processing elements. In each phase has to be
established a number of work-groups and its dimensions. In all phases of presented
algorithm all work groups have only one dimension, but its size varies.
In first computing SORT phase all task classes have to be ordered by
timestamps of oldest waiting task located in class queue. This first stage of
presented algorithm provides classes sorting in descending order determined by
logical time values. To solve this problem in massively parallel environment there
was used sorting by counting, because assigned to tasks logical time values are
unique [1]. Each GPU processing unit has to calculate positions in sorting order for
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fixed number of classes, which is determined by work-group size. Calculated
positions are stored in local memory; this allows to significantly reduce number of
write operations in global GPU memory. Due to limitation of local memory size the
work group size was statically fixed to 16. Number of work-groups in first phase is
calculated as number of all classes with not empty queues divided by number of
work group size. Therefore in processing unit each one with 16 processing
elements has to count for fixed class number, how many classes have greater value
of logical time for oldest waiting task. All calculated counter values are stored in
local memory and sets class positions in sorting order. At the end of the first phase
numbers of sorted classes are stored in global memory, they will be used in next
computation phase of presented algorithm.
Second computing CAT stage is responsible for calculations of conflict class
array and lists of conflicted classes. Similarly, the number and size of work-groups
are identical as in previous phase. Resource conflicts between classes is determined
according to the relation (2), calculations are performed for all pairs of task classes.
Each processing element for fixed class verifies conflict with any other task class,
recording results in conflict array as boolean value and store all numbers of
conflicted class in conflict list. This conflict list is created individually for each
task class. Class order in resource conflict verification is fixed according to
previous computation phase. In example, for fixed class the conflicted class with
the oldest waiting task will have always first position on its list of conflicted
classes. It also should be noted that each class on conflict list is a candidate to
participate its conflictless schedule, when active task from fixed class finishes its
execution.
In third ACS phase a set of active classes is selected. This selection shows
classes that tasks are executed in parallel without conflicts in access to global
resources. Knowledge of active classes is required to establish the number of
conflictless schedules that will be calculated in next phase of presented algorithm.
Calculations of largest collection of active class are performed in single workgroup, which has maximum size determined by GPU specification (usually
work-group size is limited up to 1024). In this phase the data from conflict array
and conflict list are used, which improves computation.
The last computation CLS phase of proposed algorithm is responsible for
determination of conflictless schedules, which number is determined by cardinality
of active class set Rn. This fourth algorithm phase is the most important for
conflictless task scheduling, because for each active task it calculates the set of
classes which tasks can start execution in parallel immediately after this active task
finish. In CLS phase number of work-groups is equal with cardinality of active
class set, so every processing unit calculates at once only one conflictless schedule
for single active class. Size of work groups is determined dynamically according to
the maximum number of classes in conflict lists, prepared for the active classes.
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Calculation of single conflictless schedule for one of active classes bases on
content its conflict list. According to list order among classes has to be selected this
subset, that have no resource conflict each other. Calculations of this subset is
realised by many processing elements that divide this work between each other.
This allows for efficient use of GPU resources to perform all operations in this
algorithm phase. In CLS computation phase was used optimisations in access to
memory areas. In each iteration of CLS phase class candidates to conflictless
schedule were temporary stored in local memory of processing units. After then
a subset of class candidates was written in global memory, so in each iteration
number of writes to global memory was minimised.
Presented phase decomposition of conflictless scheduling algorithm show
how features of massively processing GPU environment are adjusted to efficient
determination of conflictless schedule. How much presented deterministic
conflictless scheduling algorithm is dedicated to modern GPU, it will be shown in
next chapter. This algorithm was implemented using OpenCL standard in software
simulator of task processing environment, which using modern GPU card can
calculate conflictless schedule adapted to state of task processing environment with
high contention of global resources [3]. Prepared software simulator allows for
define various task classes environment and for each of them can perform all
phases of presented algorithm. Additionally simulator software measures time of
each phase computation using GPU and CPU, which allows comparing
performances in calculations of conflictless schedule in both computing sources.
The measured results of computation, for example scenario of task processing
environment, are presented in next section.
4. The calculation performance of conflictless schedules
The created simulator software will be used to present results of computation
adaptive conflictless schedule in various task processing environments. This
simulator implements conflictless scheduling algorithm presented in previous
chapter. All calculation results were made in GNU/Linux operating system from
CentOS 7.2 distribution with kernel version 3.10.0-327.36.3.el7.x86_64 using two
computing sources: GPU and CPU. The computer specification includes Intel Core
i5-2400 with 32 GB of RAM. The GPU used in computation is NVidia GTX 980
Titan with 2816 processing elements and 6 GB of GDDR5 memory with OpenCL
version 1.2 and drivers from CUDA software in version 7.5.30. The GPU
specification determines limits of task classes and global resources in
environments. In the presented configuration the number of classes is up to 16368
and number of global resources is limited to 32768.
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The computation performance of adaptive conflictless schedule will be
presented for sample task processing environments with high contention of
resources. Each testing scenario includes other task processing environments,
which has fixed number of task classes and their conflict dependencies, also
number of global resources that are used by tasks is fixed for each scenario.
Performance results presented for each testing scenario will include total time of
calculation conflictless schedule using only CPU and GPU. Separately computation
times are presented for each phase of conflictless scheduling algorithm,
additionally times of data transfers between GPU and host computer memory are
shown in each algorithm phase. This allows to reliable compare the performance
calculations of conflictless schedules using massively parallel GPU processing and
sequential processing with single core of CPU.
The simulator software create all data for selected scenario defined by number
of task classes and number of global resources, it assumes that in all tasks classes
are waiting tasks and there are resource conflicts between them. In all scenarios
each task belongs to only one class and has to use many global resources that
generate resource conflicts between them. All binary resource identifiers for classes
and timestamps for oldest tasks located in class queues are prepared by
simulator software.
The first example of scenario has 5000 task classes and 64 global resources.
The level of conflicts between those classes is 4.6%, number of classes that tasks
are active is 32. Therefore in this scenario 32 conflictless schedules will be
calculated using CPU and GPU. The computation performance for first scenario
with timing results of all phases of conflictless scheduling algorithm is presented
in Table 1.
Table 2. Performance results for conflictless scheduling calculated with CPU and GPU for
scenario with 5000 task classes and 64 resources

SORT
CAT
ACS
CLS
total

GPU transfer
time (µs)
199
458
10
902
1569

GPU processing
time (µs)
32
421
38
16
507

GPU transfer and
processing time (µs)
231
879
48
918
2076

CPU processing
time (µs)
24647
80051
209
108
105015

Results from Table 1 show that in total GPU processing of 32 conflictless
schedules is over 200 times faster than processing with CPU. In all algorithm
phases this data processing time for GPU is better than using one core CPU.
Including data transfer to and from GPU memory calculations of conflictless
schedules are in total 50 times faster than using CPU.
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Table 2. Performance results for conflictless scheduling calculated with CPU and GPU for
scenario with 16368 task classes and 64 resources

SORT
CAT
ACS
CLS
total

GPU transfer
time (µs)
241
2623
11
1510
4385

GPU processing
time (µs)
146
2174
40
17
2377

GPU transfer and
processing time (µs)
387
4797
51
1527
6762

CPU processing
time (µs)
755985
112396
694
577
869652

Second task processing environment has 16368 task classes and 64 global
resources. Also in second scenario level of conflict between classes and number of
active classes is the same as in first scenario. The performance results in
calculation of conflictless schedules for second scenario are presented in Table 2.
Comparison of CPU and GPU processing time in second scenario shows that in
total GPU is 365 times faster than CPU. Including GPU data transfers its
performance dominance is 128 times faster. This scenario demonstrate also that
increasing number of task classes causes observable rise time in SORT and CAT
phases of conflictless scheduling algorithm, because there are dependent on the
number of task classes. Processing in ACS and CLS phase of algorithm is
dependent on number of active classes.
The third scenario represents task processing environment that has 16368 task
classes and 1024 global resources. Number of active classes is 202 and the level of
conflicts between task classes is 1.2%. The computation performance for third
scenario with timing results of all phases of conflictless scheduling algorithm is
presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Performance results for conflictless scheduling calculated with CPU and GPU for
scenario with 16368 task classes and 1024 resources

SORT
CAT
ACS
CLS
total

GPU transfer
time (µs)
216
3661
12
5310
9263

GPU processing
time (µs)
154
2086
40
175
2455

GPU transfer and
processing time (µs)
434
5747
52
5485
11718

CPU processing
time (µs)
751790
13463
4670
3230
773153

In third example scenario GPU processing was 314 times faster than CPU and
including data transfers it was 66 times faster. In comparison to previous scenarios
number of global resources is 16 times greater, what caused respectively longer
resource binary identifiers. This especially affects duration of CAT and CLS phases
of algorithm. Generally greater number of global resources extends calculations of
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conflictless schedules. For CLS phase is also important number of active classes
those tasks are active. This determines number of conflictless schedules to process
in CLS phase.
As observed in examples scenarios data processing in all algorithm phases is
realized more efficiently using GPU. This ratio is not always profitable in case,
when also GPU data transfers are included. For example in CLS phase processing
and data transfers by GPU is not efficient as CPU. The reason is transferring from
GPU in CLS phase all calculated conflictless schedules, from which only one will
be used. The software simulator transfers them only to print all determined
conflictless schedules.
5. Conclusions
The created simulator software verifies the task coordination concept using
modern GPU card and dedicated conflictless scheduling algorithm. It also enables
the performance measurement of GPU processing in determining the conflictless
schedules for various task processing environments with high contention of
resources. Adjustment of conflictless scheduling algorithm to massively parallel
processing by GPU and division to calculation stages assures the effective
calculation of conflictless schedules. As show by the results of experiments using
modern GPU conflictless schedules can be calculated in milliseconds using
deterministic algorithm. If time resolution of task executions also is in milliseconds
then calculations of conflictless schedules can be performed in advance. Then
conflictless schedule can be determined before execution of active task finishes.
This is because GPU card provides isolated computing environment, which
resources are not used in task processing environments.
The GPU efficiency in determination of conflictless schedules was confirmed
in experiments, where computation results were obtained by GPU many times
faster than by single core of CPU. Even including GPU data transfers the results of
computation were better that using CPU. This allows to conclude, that novel
approach of task coordination in access to global resources can be done efficiently
using GPU conflictless scheduling. This approach can significantly facilitate
developments of multitasking software in environments with high contention of
resources. Software developer using conflictless scheduling is not obligated to use
any other synchronization mechanism, because all resources conflicts will be
eliminated automatically. There is also no possibility to the occurrence of task
starvation in access to the global resources, because conflictless scheduling
guarantees them access in a finite time. Even deadlock between tasks cannot occur
due to wrong global resources allocation.
The conflictless scheduling is designed to high contention environments with
limited number of global resources, where set of all required resources is known
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for each task before its execution begins. As established in computation
experiments also task execution time should be longer that minimum limit to
determine required conflictless schedule in advance. This minimum task duration
limit is dependent on task environment parameters like number of global resources
and number of task classes, also it is dependent on GPU specification. The GPU
card equipped with more memory or more efficient processing elements will
provide faster determination of adaptive conflictless schedule than presented in
this paper.
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The paper describes stages of development of the Semantic Web, classifies them,
and describes proposed methods of utilizing the Internet in the future. It delves into
issues pertaining the Web-based technology, and the mechanisms which, perfected
and popularized, will lead to creation of Web 4.0. The observed rapid increase in the
amount of data available on the Internet leads to difficulties in fast selection of content relevant to the user. The nature of the human language causes considerable obstacles for machine pattern recognition of information contained within the given
content. This results in slow and inefficient extraction of valuable data. The basis for
proper machine recognition of patterns contained on the Internet is the process of
creating ontologies. The paper describes the most important features of ontologies
and methods of describing information in such a way that its structure is clear to
agents and multi-agent systems. The authors also present the issues of improving the
quality of human life by proper management of information on the Internet. As its
basis the paper uses a case study of ontology of City Hall of Częstochowa.
Keywords: Web Information Technology, agent systems, semantic Web, ontology

1. Introduction
Nowadays the vision of semantic Web development due to a variety of available information and communication technologies is changed the human beings
environment, especially in public administration sector [1]. The capability of com-

puter devices to store, process and make data available is developing and increasing in area of public administration structure organization too.
The development of computer technology and the Internet began in 1969 with
the creation of the first computer network - ArpaNet [2]. The next step was to send
the first e-mail, create a mailbox, or to write the first web page. In 1993 the first
web browser was made, its creation inspired by the vast amount of various types
of content: text, video, and audio. Further innovations came in a rapid succession.
The first major change was the Google search engine, using advanced search algorithms. Then there was the first electronic encyclopaedia, Wikipedia, allowing for
both reading and editing its entries, followed by YouTube, the first big catalogue
of video resources.
The continuous velocity of Internet technology development made users want
more as a data producers and consumers of a huge amount of data from different
virtual sources (Figure 1). New technologies should be able to search for relevant
information among seas of data and make simple decisions without input from
the user.

Figure 1. The variety of data sources and modern Web technology

Thus the constantly improved intelligent search engines and multi-agent systems came. To allow agents to use the content of the World Wide Web, it is necessary to change the information management strategies [3]. As important as the
resource it is its context, or metadata, and ontologies which organise information
into formal structures comprehensible for software agents [4].
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2. Semantic Web Information Technology
Tim Berners Lee (creator of the language of data and files presentation –
HTML, or HyperText Markup Language, and the author of “Information management. A proposal” [5] which aimed to create digital memory) who along with
James Handler in an article published in Scientific American in 2001 described the
method of operation of Web 3.0 known also as the Semantic Web. As an example
they used a story of two Americans (Peter and Lucy) who wanted to make an appointment for a series of physiotherapy sessions for their mother. Thanks to a Semantic Web agent they were able to search for a list of doctors in a 20 miles radius
around their mother’s house. By comparing the information on the referral, the
agent composed a list of service providers and created a report containing only
professionals whose services were rated as very good or perfect.
Initially the agent tried to find an optimal solution between the doctors’ working hours and Peter and Lucy’s schedule. In just a few seconds, the agent presented
a solution along with locations and times of visits – but Peter didn’t like it, because
the University Hospital chosen by the program was located in the city centre and
the trip back would have to be made during the rush hours. Peter set the agent to
search the database with preferences for visiting hours and locations. Lucy’s agent
automatically aided the search giving access to certificates and abridged databases
it previously sorted. Almost immediately a new plan was presented. The new appointment was in a much closer clinic and at earlier hours, but it also contained
a warning about a couple of less important meetings Peter would have to reschedule and possible complications with the healthcare provider. Thanks to the Semantic Web, Peter an Lucy were able to make an appointment with a physiotherapist
at convenient hours, avoid the rush hour, and check if their healthcare provider
covers the cost of the treatment. What would take hours of meticulous research and
note-taking in Web 2.0, was completed in fractions of a second. Human work was
completely replaced by intelligent software agents, who search the Web and communicate with each other in order to find the best solution. Currently, the Internet
does not contain advanced solutions enabling software to perform all those functions. For computers to be able to understand the data in the Internet, application
of the concept of the Semantic Web seems indispensable.
Tim Berners-Lee emphasises that semantic networks are not separate from the
Web, but instead are an extension to the Web as it exists today – an extension
in which information is well defined, thus allowing for better cooperation between
humans and computers. First steps in introducing semantic structures into existing
networks are underway. In near future, these changes will give birth to more functional machines, which will be able to process and “understand” the information
today they can only display on screens without knowing its meaning [6].
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Another aspect of managing information in the Web is exporting all the data
in databases to the Semantic Web. Currently it is impossible to do, as information
is scattered across different websites and documents, and its extraction is extremely
complicated. However, data export is possible because databases can be compiled
to the RDF format. According to the Web 3.0 idea, this is the solution to the
problem.
The Semantic Web can be fully utilised as a tool for, among others: communication, searching for necessary information, or time management. That is why
it uses many technologies, like: XML, RDF, OWL, or URI, that together constitute
the so called “Layer Cake” [8], pictured in the Figure 2.

Figure 2. Layer Cake. Source [6]

The base of the Layer Cake is created by the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) system, which is an extended version of the commonly used URL (Uniform
Resource Locator). It needs to be emphasised that using URL addresses alone
is not sufficient, as a single URL address can contain multiple resources. Another
element in the base of the Layer Cake is IRI (Internationalized Resource Identifier), which allows for simple identification of Internet resources. It is a short string
of symbols with standardised syntax, describing a name or an address of a resource.
The second and third layer contains the syntax base – the languages necessary
to describe ontologies. For example XML, RFS and OWL, the last one was used to
create ontologies shown in chapter 3. Both second and third layer contain RIF
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(Rule Interchange Format). RIF has been created by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). Its purpose is to express the rules that can be applied by computers.
It also allows for introduction of dialects.
The fourth layer is the Unifying Logic and proofs. This layer consists of expressive ontologies, whose sources are: the layer below (logic) and deductive modules (proofs). Here ontologies are extended by procedural and deductive rules.
Cryptography is the backbone to those four layers. Its main goal is to validate
and authenticate digital RDF signatures.
This fifth layer is called Trust. It is the most important layer, as users of the
Semantic Web should be able to trust what they read.
The final layer is the User Interface and applications. It allows to make use
of semantic web software. If this layer is created in an intuitive and precise manner,
the user will have an easier time interacting with the Web. In spite of low level
of complexity when compared with the other layers, this sector has the decisive
impact on the solution implementation.
It can be said that the first layer (URI/IRI) and part of the second layer (XML)
form the basis for creation of the Semantic Web. The middle layers which contain
the RDF language along with the third one (SPARQL, RDFS, OWL) create normalized technologies of Web 3.0, as described by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). The technologies on the top layers, along with cryptography, are still in the
conceptual stadium or have not been standardised yet to be used in the Web 3.0.
3. Ontology as the description of conceptual model of a company
Currently the most popular form of information storage is the natural language. It allows us to constantly classify entities in a way that is easy and transparent for us. It allows us to do so via complex set of rules that can change over time.
Unfortunately, despite many attempts, machines are still unable to imitate human
language, as they require more formal structures and stability. So far Natural Language Processing did not produce satisfactory results, despite its continuous and
dynamic development.
In the Semantic Web there is no concrete method of creating ontologies for
the whole world. Thanks to the Layer Cake and the scientists from W3C, who created the basic tools, such as: XML, RDF i OWL, there is a basic idea about the way
of describing our reality. In spite of many years of their efforts, there is still
no reliable method or tool for creating ontologies. The most important question we
can ask ourselves is: who is going to create such a method? Because it is such
a difficult task, it should be worked on by many different entities. Professionals
from various corporations work on it currently, so ontologies describing small slices of the world are developed separately and then made available on the Internet.
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This status quo, however, is not without its flaws. Creating an ontology that would
satisfy needs of all users is a challenge, thus leading to development of multiple
ontologies describing the same field of interest. Those descriptions are not related
to each other to constitute single description of reality, but instead create much
small, disconnected ontology. This problem interferes with the idea of the Semantic Web, which was supposed to be a clear and comprehensible description of the
world for all machines.
In principle, the project was created to be universal enough to be adapted for
different organisations. Creating a universal ontology is an extremely difficult task
as each branch of industry or government etc. uses a completely different vocabulary, and thus the same word can have different meanings. In a constantly evolving
society, methods of business management, products and services, and client relations are more complicated than they used to be. Problems arising in modern enterprises are all well researched and documented. However, surprises still happen.
The common denominator is their complexity and comprehensiveness. It is understandable that management skills learned in school are not sufficient to cope with
all issues arising in a business venture [9]. Even a talented entrepreneur cannot
achieve success nowadays without fundamental, systematic, and integrated understanding of how companies operate. To really cope with future issues arising
in companies, it is necessary to create a conceptual model of a company – a model
which is consistent, comprehensive, coherent, concise, and able to show the essence of how companies operate. A coherent model is logical and integrated [10].
A comprehensive model includes all relevant issues. A consistent model is free
from contradictions and errors. A concise model is devoid of unnecessary content,
it is compact and lapidary. The most important feature, however, is that the
conceptual model is relevant and shows only the essence of a company, its deep
structure [10].
The company ontology is created in several versions (manifestations) to best
adapt to the rules and expressions prevailing in the organisation. During the preimplementation phase the ontology has a non-formal character. It is written in the
Ontolingua language [12]. In its implemented phase it will be expanded with independent parts and have unnecessary definitions removed. The elements of ontology
are as follows:
1. Meta-ontology contains the most general concepts such as: entity, attributes, relationship, role of an agent, potential agent, the state of affairs, time line,
moment and time interval. These elements are essential to defining concepts in
subsequent parts of the ontology [13].
2. The resources related to planning and processes occurring in a company.
The concept of “activity” pertains not only to humans, but also to machines and
organisations. Most activities can be described as a set of simpler processes, so
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called sub-activities, a set of rules governing all possible actions. If they are accompanied by goals, they become a plan, and elements utilised or spent in the process become a resource.
3. The terms describing the structure of an organisation such as a person,
management, or ownership. The most important elements are Legal Entity and
Organisational Unit. The later possesses rights and responsibilities towards the
organisation, while the former performs actions to achieve goals.
4. The resources containing terms related to decision-making and strategic
planning, i.e. a goal, plan, mission, and strategy. A plan can help to achieve a goal,
and an organisational unit is responsible for it. Main goals consist of milestones.
Strategy is a plan of achieving main goals. Terms describing business and marketing, related to customer service and sales, are: customers, brands, and prices. A sale
is an exchange between two entities, such as a vendor and a customer, under an
agreed-upon price [14]. All important concepts and relationships are pictured in the
Figure 3.
While reflecting on a structure, it was necessary to find a common denominator of all organisations. Additionally, it was assumed that organisational structure
consists of positions, owners, and their descriptions. To describe an organisation,
one needs to know its strategy, goal, mission, and vision. The next key elements
are resources such as: human, financial, information, and technological. One also
needs the product of a given organisation, be it a service, a component, or a final
product. Also important are counterparties, i.e. suppliers and customers. Additionally, one can add standards, which are independent from the organisation, but significantly affect its strategy, budget, and organisational structure [15].
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Figure 3. An organisational ontology
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3. The ontology of the organisational structure of the City Hall of
Częstochowa
The paper focuses on the organisational structure which is the most frequently
changing element in the organisation. The research methodology concerns the
analysis and creation of ontology for complex organizational structures of administrative units in Poland, using as an example the City Hall of Częstochowa. The aim
is to enhance the management of a given organizational unit. During the research a
knowledge base of the organizational unit's hierarchy was created and provided
with further detail, descriptions of the positions within the City Hall, and methods
of delegating authorizations. Using the collected data as a basis, a proposition of a
City Hall methodology was created.
The City Hall of Częstochowa, like all public organisations, has its structure
listed in the Public Information Bulleting. This allows applying changes to the
ontology in real time. Over the past two years the hierarchy of several departments
and offices changed, some departments and offices undergone a name change and a
new department was created. The organisational structure of the City Hall of
Częstochowa has a hierarchical structure, which allows for functional relationships
between its parts to be easily defined.
The latest organisational structure includes seventeen departments, five offices, and one team, the subordinate Registry Office and the Urban Planning and Design Laboratory. The highest instance is the Mayor. The next in the hierarchy are
the four Deputy Mayors, Director General of the City Hall, the City Treasurer, the
City Secretary, Internal Audit Team, Crisis Management Department, and Civil
Defence Department - reporting directly to the Mayor.
The first Deputy Mayor Oversees the Department of Culture and Sport Promotion, and the Office of the Consumer Rights Ombudsman. The second Deputy
Mayor oversees the Department of European and Social Funds, the Department
of Investment and Procurement, Department of Environmental Protection, Agriculture and Forestry, Department of Property and Ownership Supervision, and
the Office of the City Engineer. The third Deputy Mayor exercises control over
the Department of Education, Department of Social Policy, Department of Civil
Affairs and the Office of Local Management and Communal Services. The Fourth
Vice-President oversees the Department of Architecture and Building Administration, Department of Geodesy and Cartography, Department of Health, and the Urban Planning and Design Laboratory. The City Secretary oversees the work of the
Registry Office, the Department of Control, and offices of the City Council. Director General is responsible for the Department of Supervision and Administration,
and the Office of the Director General. Department of Budget and Analysis, Department of Accounting, as well as the Department of Taxes and Fees are subject
to the Treasurer of the City. The final ontology shows Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Ontology of the organisational structure of the City Hall of Częstochowa
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4. Conclusion
The aim of the article was to create an ontology of the organizational structure
of the City Hall of Częstochowa. It shows how many factors affect the shape of the
organisational structure. These include: legislation governing employees of government offices, the size of the city or municipality in which the City Hall functions, or the available funds. The visual presentation of knowledge in a form of an
ontology provides the basis for the construction of a multi-agent system enhancing
management of the city hall and its employers, as it allows to search for the appropriate organizational unit or connecting with a person responsible for a particular
job within the city hall. With such formal presentation of the organizational structure, software agents have access to information about relations in the City Hall of
Częstochowa, and in the future might be able to make small decisions, like who to
delegate to a task when another employee takes a leave or becomes sick. A software agent will analyse the structure and responsibilities of the employees, and
pick the right person for the task. It could also allow for part of the work to be automated, and limit or extend the employees information access privileges based on
their current position.
The excess of information on the Internet often makes it difficult to find relevant information. Due to this excess, interesting information sometimes reaches the
user only after the fact. This is what makes wise information management on the
Internet important. Examples include metadata showing the context of information,
detailed descriptions of photographs, videos, or audio recordings, allowing agents
to search for relevant data faster and more accurately. Moreover, the formalism
of ontology allows agents to understand the world, adjust to their user and occasionally make simple decisions for them. Creating ontologies is not a difficult task,
but it only applies to a narrow slice of reality. Creating multiple ontologies
for multiple fields and connecting them with dependencies will allow the future
Semantic Web to function just the way Tim Berners-Lee and James Hendler imagined in their article for Scientific American in 2001.
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